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ABSTRACT 

With the increasing development and use of the internet, cyber-attacks have evolved 

and more novel attacks with devastating effects are witnessed. The existing Intrusion 

Detection System (IDS) has not achieved maximum performance due to high false 

positives and low detection rates which causes low detection accuracies. The aim of 

the study was to determine the effectiveness of IDS by using the Asynchronous 

Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) algorithm to address the current shortcomings. The 

objectives of the study were: To determine the effectiveness of using the 

Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic algorithm in anomaly detection; To develop an 

Intrusion Detection System model, based on Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic 

(A3C) Algorithm; To evaluate the performance of the model developed. The 

theoretical framework adopted was informed by Computational Learning and 

Machine Learning theories. The study used a quantitative research approach and 

experimental research design. The secondary data used for evaluation in this study 

was the University of New South Wales Network Based 2015 (UNSW-NB15) dataset 

which was purposively selected as it is a well-established benchmark network 

intrusion simulation dataset. The dataset contained the UNSW-NB15_TRAIN and 

UNSW-NB15_TEST sets which were selected and utilized in the study. The records 

selected were 175,341 records to form the training subset and 82,332 records for the 

testing subset among the original 2,218,761 records. The UNSW-NB15 dataset was 

preprocessed to ensure quality results and all features of the dataset were used in the 

experiment. The method employed in analysis for this study was by using predictive 

analytics where the model’s prediction ability was evaluated and hence the 

performance rated. The results of this study showed that the capabilities of the A3C 

algorithm in intrusion detection could perform better as seen in other fields like 

robotics in automation. From the experiment, the model achieved an accuracy of 

93.8%, precision of 92.2% and recall of 95.7% with the compute resource use being 

average. The experiments showed that the agents quickly learned the optimal policy 

and maintains the policy until the end of the experiment. The study concludes by 

pointing out that with the accuracy attained, the learning capabilities of the model can 

still be increased by fine-tuning it so that it discovers new policies quickly as this is 

essential to attaining a higher accuracy rate. A recommendation made based on the 

study was that A3C can be adopted in intrusion detection because of the accuracy of 

detection and low resource consumption.  More research can be done on the adoption 

of A3C in IDSs by using more training data as this could further improve the model 

performance.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

This chapter gives an overview of the study and focusses on the background of the 

study, statement of the problem, aim of the study, objectives, the research questions, 

justification for the study, significance of the study and operational definition of 

terms. 

1.2 Background of the Study 

With increased internet use both in online businesses and also with the wide 

application of Internet of Things technology and big data technology, an exponential 

rise in internet activities has been witnessed. This increase in internet use has also led 

to increased internet-related risks and threats as information is now the target of 

attacks by malicious hackers. With every vulnerability is the threat of a new attack. A 

CyberEdge Group (2021) reported 86.2% of organizations that were surveyed were 

affected by a successful cyber-attack. This number has been on the rise yearly as 

shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Percentage of Organizations compromised by at least 1 attack  

Source: CyberEdge Group 

This has led to the development of protective measures like the Intrusion Detection 

System (IDS) which is elemental in ensuring the security of computer and network 

systems. There are many risks to network security including intrusions by infiltration 

from within the network, brute force attacks, and denial of service attacks and with 

the continuous changes in network behavior, it is important to apply a dynamic 

approach in the detection and prevention of such. 

An anomaly is an isolated behavior in data, whose pattern does not conform to normal 

behavior. They can be point, which is grouped as single data, they can also be 

contextual which is based on context, and lastly, collective which is based on a 

collection of data relationships. Zimek et al. (2017) define anomaly detection, which 

is also called outlier detection as the process of identifying rarely occurring events or 

occurrences which are also suspicious in nature because they are inconsistent by a 

good margin from the rest of the data. IDS on the other hand analyze data traffic and 

detect behavioral anomalies which pose threats to the network including malicious 

activity and policy violations by both system insiders and external intruders.  
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The ideation and conceptualization of IDS was documented by Anderson (1980) at 

the National Security Agency (NSA) and included tools to assist the security 

administrators to review audit trails like logs for user access, file access, and system 

events. 

Denning (1986) published an IDS model which is the basis used by many systems. It 

utilized anomaly detection statistics and was named Intrusion Detection Expert 

System (IDES). This system was run using Sun workstations and the data that was 

used was both at user and network-level. The system also had an expert system 

component that was rule-based to identify common types of intrusion and statistical 

anomaly detection using user profiles and host and target systems. Teresa (1993) 

proposed including Artificial Neural Network as an additional component so that all 

the three components could then be managed by a resolver. 

Cohen (1985) noted that it is not possible for an intrusion to be detected all the time. 

He also noted that intrusion detection resources increase as usage increases. A 

proposition by Viegas et al. (2017) was for an anomaly-based IDS this targeted 

application System-on-Chip (SOC) like in the Internet of Things (IoT). Machine 

learning is applied for the detection of anomalies hence energy efficiency to a 

decision tree, naïve Bayes, and k-Nearest Neighbors classifiers implementation in an 

Atom Central Processing Unit (CPU) including that it is hardware friendly to Field 

Programmable Gate Arrays. This work enabled the measurement of energy consumed 

for each feature extraction to classify network packets applied in both hardware and 

software. 

For an IDS to be considered effective in terms of performance, it should be accurate 

in detecting intrusions by having a high level of accuracy in classification and 
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achieving a low false alarm rate (Endorf et al., 2019). Therefore, when designing an 

IDS, one of the crucial tasks should be working towards increasing the accuracy in 

anomaly detection as well as ensuring a reduction in False-Positive Rates (FPR). 

Both the supervised and unsupervised techniques of machine learning have been 

successful in anomaly detection to some point but have been let down by weaknesses 

as further pointed by Endorf et al. (2019). For Unsupervised learning, due to the lack 

of existing classified labels, it assumes that normal data is defined by the majority of 

the data and anomalies are the smaller isolated data. This presents a false picture for 

data that is high-dimensional because it is sparse by nature and so could have some 

groups of the data which are sparse and may not be anomalies hence leading to false 

alarms. Supervised methods on the other hand have normal data definitions and those 

of known anomalies and its main weakness is that they cannot detect novel anomalies. 

Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) approach applies the principles of 

reinforcement and deep learning to be able to create efficient algorithms capable of 

scaling to previously unsolvable problems by making use of its ability to learn from 

raw data as input (Abbeel & Schulman, 2021). This is good as it does not require 

large training data which is tiring and time-consuming work. DRL makes use of a 

reward function to optimize future rewards which makes it advantageous over other 

forms like supervised learning. Developing intrusion detection systems using the DRL 

approach may help solve the shortcomings that are being experienced in the current 

sintrusion detection systems.  

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

The IDSs have been used in monitoring systems for suspicious activities that result in 

policy violations. These systems give an alert so that the activities are contained and 
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do not cause further damage.  The current IDS is useful in identifying anomaly 

behaviors in a network and guarding against breaches. However, it is still hindered 

from achieving maximum performance by the false positives reported where a normal 

activity in the system is classified as an anomaly. It is also hindered by the overall low 

detections that are caused by huge amounts of data in the networks. The unbalanced 

distribution of anomaly and normal behaviors also leads to lower accuracies of the 

intrusion detection systems as supported by Jiadong et al. (2019). This becomes a 

challenge for the Security Administrators as they need to go through every alert 

generated by the IDS for action. With these, the system becomes human dependent 

and hence all alerts must be reviewed.  

Signature-based IDS also have difficulty in detecting new attacks in the network since 

they rely mainly on the library of stored data while anomaly-based, despite having 

excellent recognition ability, they have a low overall detection rate with false 

positives. There is, therefore, a need for a more thorough, accurate, and autonomous 

Intrusion detection System that will strengthen the weaknesses of the current IDSs. 

This study, therefore, responds to this need by modelling an IDS using Asynchronous 

Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) algorithm in an attempt to strengthen the weak areas 

and address the current needs. 

1.4 Aim of the Study 

This research aimed to determine how effective the IDS is when the A3C algorithm is 

used by developing an IDS using A3C and evaluating its performance so as to address 

the shortcomings currently being experienced.  
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1.5 Objectives 

The objectives of the study were the following: 

i. To determine the effectiveness of using the Asynchronous Advantage Actor-

Critic algorithm in anomaly detection 

ii. To develop an Intrusion Detection System model, based on Asynchronous 

Advantage Actor-Critic Algorithm 

iii. To evaluate the performance of the model developed 

1.6 Research Questions 

i. How effective is the A3C Algorithm in intrusion detection? 

ii. How will the development of the IDS model using the A3C algorithm be 

achieved? 

iii. How is the performance of the IDS model developed using the A3C 

algorithm?  

1.7 Justification 

This study sought to improve the accuracy in the detection of anomalous network 

behavior which will lead to a great reduction of false positives currently experienced 

by the IDS and hence improve the overall anomaly detection rate. This is because the 

intrusion detection systems that are currently being used are faced with challenges of 

false positives in which a legitimate activity is flagged down as an anomaly due to the 

unbalanced distribution of the anomalous and normal behaviors and high data traffic 

which in turn brings the overall problem of low detection. 

1.8 Significance of the Study 

This study was necessary as it sought to establish a foundation using the analysis 

results to draw a conclusion. This conclusion will then be added to the knowledge 
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repository which will be built upon by other studies in developing more effective 

Intrusion Detection Systems to improve network security. This is because more 

devices are connected and activities are carried out over the internet. The model 

developed also can be used in enhancing intrusion detection systems and this will 

enable a decrease in the malicious activities being carried out by attackers. Anomalies 

will be flagged down with ease and information security mechanisms will be more 

effective and autonomous and this will reinforce the work of security administrators. 

1.9 Scope of the Study 

This study focused on an overview of IDS and their importance in cybersecurity 

including the different types of IDS. An introduction to the A3C algorithm, which is a 

reinforcement learning algorithm commonly used for training agents in complex 

environments. It also included a description of the design of the IDS model using the 

A3C algorithm and the selection and preparation of a suitable dataset for training and 

evaluation was also discussed.  Also, the process of training the IDS model using the 

A3C algorithm and the evaluation metrics used to assess the model's performance, 

such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score was covered. A presentation of the 

results obtained from training and evaluating the IDS model and a discussion of the 

performance of the model while comparing the results with existing IDS approaches 

to evaluate the effectiveness of the A3C-based model was finally done 

1.10 Limitations of the Study 

Because of time and financial limitations, the study limited itself to model 

development only as proof of concept. The implementation and integration of IDS 

with the existing infrastructure was not handled in this study. Other limitations were 

the high resource requirements especially the compute power which limits the scale at 

which the experiments could be conducted. 
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1.11 Operational Definition of Terms 

1. Data Preprocessing – Process of manipulation or dropping of data before it can be 

used to ensure and enhance performance. 

2. Deep Reinforcement Learning - A subfield of machine learning that combines 

reinforcement learning algorithms with deep neural networks. It involves training 

agents to learn optimal actions in an environment by interacting with it and receiving 

feedback in the form of rewards or punishments. 

3. Intrusion Detection System - A security technology designed to monitor network 

traffic or system events and identify potential intrusions or security breaches. 

4. Machine Learning - A subfield of artificial intelligence (AI) that focuses on the 

development of algorithms and models that allow computers to learn from and make 

predictions or decisions based on data, without being explicitly programmed. 

5. Training data - This data is used in the training of the algorithm or the machine 

learning model for the prediction of the outcome designed by the model for 

prediction.  

6. Test data – This is the data that is applied in performance measuring, The metrics 

measured include accuracy, precision, and recall of the algorithm used in training the 

machine. 

1.12 Chapter Summary 

This chapter introduced the study by looking at what the research is about, what 

motivated the researcher to undertake this study and what the study intends to achieve 

by stating the research questions that will guide the researcher. The terms used in the 

study have also been defined. The chapter points to the need for a better IDS that can 

address the main problems of false positives and overall improvement of the detection 

accuracy. The next chapter looks at the literature review. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter details the review of the literature on the contextual concerns of the study 

based on the research questions which were: To determine the effectiveness of using 

Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic algorithm in anomaly detection, to develop an 

Intrusion Detection System model based on Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic 

Algorithm and to validate the performance the model developed. The chapter looks at 

the background of intrusion Detection Systems and also focusses on the theoretical 

framework that guides the study. Finally, a discussion the current state of knowledge 

in the area of study, the conceptual model and validation methods are discussed in this 

chapter. 

2.2 Cybercrime 

The main challenge being experienced in this information age is unauthorized access 

to information which can then be used to harm the owner of the information or control 

the network security systems to perform illicit actions. Most of the sensitive data 

illegally accessed are then used by the hackers for their gain like being sold or being 

used to perform even more serious malicious attacks.  This has caused many 

organizations to ensure the safety of their information and resources from 

unauthorized access.  

Like street crime, with the number of both human and digital targets increasing, 

cybercrime is set to proportionally increase. This is due to an increase in connection 

technologies which include the cloud centre data traffic which is increasing 

exponentially and confirmed by CISCO to represent over 95% of data centre traffic. 

Another technology is the big data technology fueled by IoT which is the wireless 
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communication by smart devices and CISCO (2022) projects a growth in number of 

nodes that are being added to the IP networks to 29.9 billion devices by 2023. 

Cybersecurity Ventures (2020) predicts that the damages for committed cybercrime 

globally will reach $ 6 trillion by 2021. Cyber-attacks continually grow in 

sophistication, cost, and size. Among the biggest breaches suffered by companies was 

by Yahoo (2017) which was calculated to have affected 3 billion accounts. Another is 

Marriot (2018), disclosed in 2018 where 500 million accounts were exposed. There is 

also the Equifax (2017) reported breach which occurred in 2017 where over 145 

million customers were affected.  

Apart from unauthorized access to information, other forms of cybercrime include the 

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks where the resources of a targeted 

system-usually the web server, are flooded by multiple systems and hence making the 

resource unavailable to its intended users. There is also the zero-day exploit which 

occurs when a computer software vulnerability is discovered and exploited by the 

attackers but unknown to the creators until it is mitigated. The ransomware attack is 

where computers are infected by malware which restricts their access to files by 

encryption and threatens permanent destruction of the data unless a ransom is paid. 

They are more complex and are larger in scale with the major examples being the 

Wannacry and the NotPetya attacks which occurred in 2017.  

2.3 Theoretical Framework 

A theoretical framework includes proven theories shown by experts in specific areas 

of research. Swanson (2013) states that the theoretical framework is the structure that 

can hold or support a theory of a research study. This enables the researcher to have a 
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supporting foundation that is used to analyze and interpret data, and connect them to 

existing knowledge while specifying key variables. 

These theories studied and applied in this study by the researcher were related to the 

topic of this study and contributed to informing and guiding the study. 

2.3.1 Computational Learning Theory 

Computational learning theory is a subfield of artificial intelligence and machine 

learning that focuses on the theoretical analysis of learning algorithms. This theory is 

a collective effort from researchers’ contributions over the years. Among the most 

notable contribution to the foundation of this theory is Valiant (1984). His work lays 

the foundation for understanding the computational complexity of learning problems 

and provides insights into the theoretical limits and capabilities of learning 

algorithms. This is supported by Shalev & Ben (2014) who note that Computational 

Learning Theory is practical and studies the design of computer programs which have 

the capability to learn, and identifies the computational limits of learning by 

machines. While the researchers have historically compared learning algorithms 

empirically by looking at how they perform on sample problems, the problem has 

been applying the evaluation results in making useful comparisons on the competing 

learning algorithms (Kononenko & Kukar, 2009). Machine learning has become an 

integral part of numerous applications, ranging from recommendation systems to 

image recognition. Kononenko & Kukar (2009) further state that computational 

learning theory provides a formal framework to analyze the behavior and performance 

of these learning algorithms, facilitating a deeper understanding of their capabilities 

and limitations. 
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Computational learning plays a crucial role in training and optimizing the A3C 

algorithm, enhancing its performance and enabling efficient learning in complex 

environments. The application areas of computational learning techniques on the A3C 

algorithm include: 

1. Neural Network Architecture: This is a key component of the A3C 

algorithm and represents the policy and value function. Computational 

learning techniques, such as deep learning, are utilized in the design and 

training of the neural network. Convolutional neural networks or recurrent 

neural networks are commonly used to process the input states and produce 

the predictions on policy and value (Mnih. V et al., 2016). The parameters of 

the neural network are updated iteratively using optimization algorithms like 

stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or variants such as Adam or RMSprop. 

2. Gradient-Based Optimization: Computational learning techniques heavily 

rely on gradient-based optimization methods to update the neural network 

parameters. In A3C, the gradients are computed using the policy gradient 

theorem or actor-critic methods. The gradients are then used to update the 

neural network parameters, improving the policy and value estimates (Silver et 

al., 2014). 

3. Asynchronous Training: A3C employs asynchronous training to parallelize 

the learning process, enabling multiple agents to explore the environment 

concurrently. Computational learning techniques are applied in managing the 

asynchronous updates of the neural network parameters. The independent 

agent interacts with the environment collecting experiences and updating the 

gradients asynchronously. Shared memory and parameter servers are the 

techniques used for update synchronization and ensuring that there is 
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consistency across agents. This parallelization accelerates the learning process 

and enables the exploration of the environment to be efficient. 

4. Exploration and Exploitation: Computational learning techniques are used 

to balance the trade-off between exploration and exploitation in the A3C 

algorithm. Techniques such as epsilon-greedy exploration or Boltzmann 

exploration can be utilized to make sure that the agents explore new actions 

and states. This allows for a more in-depth understanding of the environment. 

Exploration strategies are very important in reinforcement learning, and 

computational learning provides tools to design and implement effective 

exploration policies as supported by Sutton & Barto (2018). 

5. Experience Replay: This is a technique commonly used in deep 

reinforcement learning and can be combined with the A3C algorithm. 

Experience replay buffers are used to store and sample experiences (Mnih et 

al., 2015). This allows the agent to interact and learn from those interactions. 

Computational learning techniques facilitate the efficient storage and retrieval 

of experiences from the replay buffer thus enabling the agent to learn from a 

diverse set of experiences and reduce the impact of correlations between 

samples. 

6. Transfer Learning and Pre-training: These computational learning 

techniques can be applied to enhance the performance of the A3C algorithm. 

Yosinski et al. (2014) posits that pre-training the neural network on a related 

task or using transfer learning from a pre-trained model can provide a good 

initialization and acceleration of the learning process in complex 

environments. Techniques like fine-tuning or feature extraction can be 
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employed to leverage pre-trained models and transfer knowledge to the A3C 

algorithm. 

7. Hyperparameter Optimization: Computational learning techniques also play 

a significant role in optimizing the hyperparameters of the A3C algorithm. 

Techniques like grid search, random search, or more advanced methods like 

Bayesian optimization or genetic algorithms can be employed to search for 

optimal hyperparameters (Bergstra & Bengio, 2012). Computational learning 

allows for efficient exploration of the hyperparameter space, helping to find 

the best configuration for the A3C algorithm. 

This theory gives a formal framework to accurately formulate and deal with the 

questions on how the different learning algorithms perform. This, therefore, ensures a 

good comparison of the ability to predict and the efficiency of computational ability 

of competing learning algorithms (Mohri & Talwalkar, 2018). The questions sought 

to be answered by this theory as supported by the authors include: 

1. Is it possible to define a general measure of problem difficulty? 

2. Can more difficult learning problems, regardless of learning algorithms that have 

been used and the figure of learning examples that have been given be identified? 

3. The lower limit of learning examples (sample complexity) that are needed to 

ensure successful learning? 

4. What is the required computational effort (time complexity) for a given sample 

size for successful learning? 

The authors further outline the key aspects that are formalized as: 

1. The way in which the learner interacts with its environment 

2. What success is in completing a learning task 
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3. Formal definition of efficiency of both usage of the data (sample complexity) and 

processing time (time complexity) 

Besides its predictive ability, this model also addresses other features like robustness 

to variations in the learning scenario, simplicity, and the capacity to make 

observations on empirically observed phenomena. While the theory provides valuable 

insights and theoretical foundations for understanding learning algorithms, there are 

challenges encountered when applying it in research including: 

1. Theoretical Complexity: Since this theory involves complex mathematical 

formalisms and analyses, the frameworks and proofs can be challenging to 

understand and apply correctly. This then required a solid mathematical 

background to be able to do this. 

2. Interpretability: While computational learning theory primarily focuses on 

algorithmic performance and generalization guarantees, can lack to address the 

interpretability or explainability of learning algorithms. This is because of the 

black box nature of complex machine learning models which remains a 

challenge. This was mitigated by incorporating human-understandable 

representations on the results of the model so as to rate its performance. 

This theory was therefore significant to this study as the study sought to look at the 

efficiency of using the A3C algorithm by looking at its computational efficiency and 

predictive power. It would provide a formal guide in looking at the way the agent 

interacts with the environment and help set the success factor to be measured during 

the experimentation. This theory is close to machine learning research theory. 
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2.3.2 Machine Learning Theory 

The machine learning theory has been attributed to various researchers and scientists 

including Tom Mitchel for their contributions over the years as it is a broad field. This 

theory complemented the Computational Learning Theory. The machine learning 

process is as guided in figure 2. 

Figure 2: Machine Learning Process 

Source: Penchikala (2016) 

 

The training data is fed to the algorithms for training the model and the performance 

of the model checked by its ability to predict the new data introduced. 

Requirements for ML systems 

i. Data: This is Input data for the prediction of the output. 

ii. Algorithms: Sequence of well-defined computer implementable instructions 

to solve a problem 

iii. Automation: Making systems operate without human intervention 

iv. Iteration: enables process repetition. 

v. Scalability: To be able to increase and decrease capacity as per need 
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vi. Modeling: Represents what is learned by the algorithms; it is the output of the 

algorithm run on data 

The machine learning theory looks at elements of both Computation Learning Theory 

and Statistics. It seeks to understand the capabilities and information needed to 

successfully learn various tasks (Hastie et al., 2009). It also seeks to comprehend the 

base algorithm principles used to make computers learn from data and improve how it 

performs their tasks with the feedback given. 

Machine learning theory provides the foundation for understanding and applying the 

A3C algorithm effectively. The application of machine learning theory on the A3C 

algorithm looks at the following as supported by Sutton & Barto (2018). 

1. Markov Decision Process: The A3C algorithm is built upon the theoretical 

framework of Markov Decision Processes (MDP). Machine learning theory 

guides on the required concepts and algorithms to model and solve MDPs. AN 

MDP outlines the dynamics of interactions of an agent with the environment 

and formalize the decision-making problem. The A3C algorithm makes use of 

the machine learning techniques to give approximations of the optimal policy 

and value functions of the MDP. 

2. Reinforcement Learning Theory: This theory provides the theoretical 

foundations for training the A3C algorithm. Concepts such as rewards, value 

functions, policies, and the exploration-exploitation trade-off are at the center 

of reinforcement learning. The A3C algorithm makes use of value-based and 

policy-based methods, and utilizes concepts like temporal difference learning, 

policy gradients, and the Bellman equation to optimize the agent's behavior. 
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3. Policy Gradient Methods: This is a very important component of the A3C 

algorithm and uses gradients for policy optimization. Machine learning theory 

provides the mathematical foundations for policy gradient methods. 

REINFORCE algorithm techniques and its variants, with the A3C advantage 

function, enable the agent to make the decision to update its policy by using 

observed rewards and actions (Abbeel & Schulman, 2021). 

4. Value Function Approximation: There are various techniques given by 

machine learning theory for value function approximation. This facilitates 

estimation of the expected rewards in reinforcement learning. The value 

function approximation is used to get an estimate of the state-value or action-

value functions. Machine learning models including neural networks are used 

for function approximation in A3C, this is achieved by taking advantage of 

techniques like deep Q-networks or deep value networks. 

5. Exploration and Exploitation: Machine learning theory gives insights into 

the trade-offs for exploration-exploitation in reinforcement learning. The A3C 

algorithm employs epsilon-greedy exploration or Boltzmann exploration 

techniques and the principles of multi-armed bandits and exploration 

strategies. Szepesvári (2010) posits that machine learning theory enables the 

determination of the appropriate balance between exploration and exploitation 

so as to make sure that efficient learning in the A3C algorithm is achieved 

6. Model-Free Learning: The A3C algorithm is one of the members under the 

classification of model-free reinforcement learning. This is where the agent 

learns directly from environmental interactions without prior knowledge of its 

dynamics. model-free learning algorithms, such as Q-learning, SARSA, and 

policy gradients are encompassed in machine learning theory and they form 
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the basis for the A3C algorithm (Szepesvári, 2010). For its successful 

application, a clear understanding of the theoretical properties and 

convergence guarantees of these algorithms is important. 

7. Generalization and Transfer Learning: Machine learning theory addresses 

the challenges of generalization and transfer learning, which are relevant to the 

A3C algorithm. Generalization refers to when the agent applies the knowledge 

it has learned to similar tasks or states it has not yet interacted with. Transfer 

learning on the other hand looks at leveraging knowledge acquired from one 

task so as to make an improvement when learning a related task (Taylor et al., 

2016). Machine learning theory provides techniques to generalize and transfer 

learning. This makes the A3C algorithm adapt to many different 

environments. 

8. Model-Based Methods: While A3C is primarily a model-free algorithm, 

machine learning theory includes model-based methods as well. Model-based 

reinforcement learning aims to learn an explicit model of the environment and 

use what it has learnt for planning and decision making (Deisenroth et al., 

2013). Theoretical concepts from model-based learning can be applied 

together with A3C so as to guide the behavior of the agent and increase 

exploration. This includes model-based value iteration or Monte Carlo Tree 

Search.  

9. Convergence and Optimality: Machine learning theory provides an 

understanding into the convergence and optimality of reinforcement learning 

algorithms. Understanding a concept like convergence guarantees stability, 

and a concept like optimality allows researchers to analyze the performance 

and behavior of the A3C algorithm. Theoretical guarantees make certain 
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convergence of the learning process to an optimal policy and value estimates 

over time. 

Machine learning theory plays a vital role in the application of the A3C algorithm. 

The theoretical foundations of reinforcement learning, value function approximation, 

policy gradients, exploration-exploitation trade-offs, generalization, transfer learning, 

and convergence provide the necessary tools and understanding to effectively apply 

the A3C algorithm in various domains. Machine learning theory guides the 

development, analysis, and optimization of the A3C algorithm, enabling its successful 

application in real-world problems. The main limitation of this theory apart from the 

shared one with the computational learning theory encountered was data limitations 

and bias as machine learning heavily relies on quality and representativeness of the 

data hence biases present in the data can impact the performance and fairness of the 

learned models. This is because biased or incomplete data can lead to biased 

predictions. This was mitigated by using high-quality and representative dataset. Data 

preprocessing techniques, including data cleaning also helps solve bias in machine 

learning models. 

From computational learning theory, an important factor is coming up with algorithms 

that can learn faster even when faced with the problem of large amounts of distracting 

information. The machine learning theory enables the performance of actions like 

creating mathematical models for machine learning aspects and developing machine 

learning algorithms. Machine learning theory was utilized in this study as it was used 

as a reference in the process of developing the A3C model. This process was adopted 

in creating the model as the key relationships of the different requirements were 

addressed. The theory was also used to better understand the requirements needed in 

ensuring successful learning by the model. 
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Ravitch (2016) instruct that the theoretical framework should be founded on theories 

that are identifiable and have been published. This study was based on the machine 

learning theory and computational learning theory which aided in the development of 

the A3C algorithm in intrusion detection. 

2.4 Evaluation of the Machine Learning Techniques Used in IDS 

There are many tools and techniques that are being used to secure information from 

unauthorized access. These include the use of access control which uses security 

policies to control and ensure the use of the system by only recognized users and 

devices. Another is using firewalls which use predefined rules and policies to filter 

incoming and outgoing traffic thereby preventing unauthorized access. There is also 

the antivirus and antimalware which monitors the network traffic in real-time, scans 

log files for suspicious behavior, and offer threat mitigation.  

Hassan et al. (2018) defines an IDS as a mechanism, whether in the form of hardware 

or software, that is designed to scan a network or system to identify and mitigate 

unauthorized access, attacks, and policy violations. It works by analyzing network 

traffic, system logs, and other data sources so as to detect patterns and anomalies that 

indicate potential security breaches. IDSs are very important in maintaining the 

security and integrity of computer networks. They do this by providing real-time 

monitoring and alerts, enabling timely response and mitigation of security incidents. It 

is a critical aspect in contributing to organizational success. There have been different 

approaches applied in IDS in enterprises to ensure their security, availability, and 

reliability. 

The IDS is categorized into 2 depending on where they discover anomalies as host-

based and network based according to Endorf et al. (2012). The host-based IDS 
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analyzes the internal changes of a computer infrastructure on which it is installed e.g., 

a virus spreading. The network-based IDS operates at the network level. It will 

analyze the traffic of the device for malicious packets or unusual patterns like 

flooding attacks. The classification can also be based action as active and passive. 

Active takes action on the detected malicious activity while passive only detects with 

no action. Endorf et al. (2012) furthermore, categorizes the IDS in 2 as signature and 

anomaly based. Signature-based IDS detects intrusion by having a library of the 

attributes of familiar attacks by which to match network data and use it to pinpoint an 

intrusion. Although the signatures can be easily developed and understood and have a 

high detection rate, they only detect attacks stored in the database hence the library 

must always be updated by the security administrators because new attacks will not be 

detected (Zhang et al., 2015). Also, a mistake in signature definition will cause a 

reduction in the detection of the anomalies and the false positive rate will significantly 

increase. It can also be deceived due to its use of regular expressions and string 

matching. This means that they will work effectively against the fixed behavioral 

patterns and fail to deal with the ones with self-modifying characteristics.  

In comparison, anomaly-based IDS establishes a normal network behavioral model in 

terms of ports, bandwidth, protocols, and others and alerts the security administrator 

of any deviation from normal or potentially malicious activity. Anomaly-based IDS is 

complex as it needs a training phase for the development of a database of general 

attacks and carefully setting a threshold level of detection. Detailed knowledge of 

acceptable network behavior needs to be developed for correct detection and so that 

novel attacks with no signatures will easily be identified and correctly detected if it is 

different from the standard acceptable traffic patterns. They have better recognition 

ability for novel anomalies but it has overall low detections and its false alarm rates 
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are high according to Kim et al. (2014). IDSs are effective in identifying anomalies in 

networks. 

Mitchel (1997) has the definition of Machine Learning as an examination of computer 

algorithms that automatically improves through different experiences. This involves 

looking at new ways to perform various tasks without explicit programming hence 

they utilize training data to develop models that are used for decision-making and 

prediction. The learning method is by extracting patterns in data and get insights so as 

to make accurate predictions based on the examples with the aim being to allow 

learning without human intervention and adjust actions accordingly.  

There is a great deal of promising results exhibited by machine learning in the field of 

intrusion detection systems. The IDSs are designed to detect and mitigate 

unauthorized or malicious actions within a computer network. An evaluation of these 

machine learning techniques are as follows; 

1. Improved Detection Accuracy: Machine learning techniques have shown the 

ability to detect previously unencountered or sophisticated attacks that 

traditional approaches which are rule-based in nature may miss. These 

malicious actions can be identified with higher accuracy by machine learning 

models through learning patterns and anomalies from large datasets. 

2. Adaptability by Machine Learning Models to Changing Threat 

Landscape: The models can adapt and learn from unencountered attack 

patterns, making them suitable for dynamic and ever evolving threats in 

cybersecurity. As attackers continuously change their methods, machine 

learning algorithms can be trained to detect novel attack patterns and through 

the adjustment of their detection capabilities, improve their level of detection. 
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3. Automated Feature Extraction: Machine learning techniques always make 

the feature extraction process automated. This enables the IDS to effectively 

handle data that is complex and high-dimensional reducing dependence on 

manual feature engineering, which can be time-consuming and relevant 

information may not be well captured. Machine learning models can learn 

discriminative features directly from raw data and this improves the accuracy 

in detection. 

4. Real-time Detection: Machine learning algorithms including decision trees, 

support vector machines (SVM), and deep learning models, can provide real-

time intrusion detection. This capability is crucial due to the prompt nature in 

identifying and responding to attacks and hence reducing the potential damage 

caused by malicious activities. 

5. False Positive Reduction: Machine learning algorithms contribute to the 

reduction of false positives in IDS because they learn from normal network 

behavior and distinguish it from anomalies. The effective classification of 

benign activities, leads to minimized false alarms. This in turn enables the 

security analysts to focus their attention on genuine threats. 

6. Limitations in Handling Imbalanced Data: Imbalanced datasets is where 

the number of normal instances is more than the number of malicious 

instances by a big margin. This is common in IDS. Machine learning 

techniques may struggle with this kind of data because they can be biased 

towards the classification with the majority. There are specialized techniques 

like undersampling, oversampling, or the use of cost-sensitive learning 

algorithms that are necessary to address this challenge. 
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7. Vulnerability to Adversarial Attacks: Machine learning models fall prey to 

adversarial attacks This is where inputs are intentionally manipulated by 

malicious actors to evade detection or mislead the IDS. Adversarial examples 

can significantly disrupt performance of the IDS leading to a compromised 

overall security. Adversarial robustness techniques, such as adversarial 

training and detection, are being developed to mitigate this vulnerability. 

8. Model Interpretation: Many machine learning models, such as deep neural 

networks, are termed as black-box models because they lack interpretability 

and the ability to be explained. This is a challenge presented to security 

analysts and auditors who need to understand the rationale behind an IDS's 

decisions. This problem is addressed by techniques like rule extraction, feature 

importance analysis, or the use of inherently interpretable models. 

9. Training Data Requirements: Machine learning models majorly make use of 

labeled training data so as to learn the characteristics of normal activities and 

anomalies. For IDS, getting training data that is representative and of high-

quality can be difficult. This is because it requires access to real-world attack 

instances and their corresponding labels. To solve this limitation, generating 

synthetic data generation or making use of datasets that are publicly available 

datasets are some of the techniques that can be used. 

The machine learning techniques have shown significant potential in the quest to 

improving the effectiveness and efficiency of IDS. However, challenges such as 

imbalanced data, vulnerability to adversarial attacks, and the need for interpretability 

and explainability should be wholly dealt with to ensure that the machine learning 

based IDS deployed is reliable and robust. Continuous research and development are 
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crucial to advancing the field and enabling more accurate and proactive threat 

detection. 

Machine learning has been classified into three according to Bishop (2006) as: 

supervised learning where labeled data is used with the goal being to establish a 

relationship or general rule. The agent is directed on actions to maximize rewards by 

using examples from the labeled training dataset. Various models have been used in 

IDS including the Bayes Network, Random Forest Classifier, Multi-Layer Perceptron 

(MLP), and Decision table. Unsupervised learning uses unlabeled training data to find 

structure in those collections without prior training. It can detect new attack variants 

but it has a lot of false positives. The K-Means clustering is a good example where it 

groups the data, and assigns data points based on the dataset features which are then 

clustered by looking at the similarity of features.  

The third classification is reinforcement learning. This is where interaction is made in 

a dynamic environment while working towards a goal in the problem space and is 

provided feedback as rewards, either positive or negative as it navigates the problem 

space and selects its actions to maximize that reward (Bishop, 2006). For 

reinforcement learning to be applied in anomaly detection, the key factors critical are 

the problem definitions: - which include the environment, state, action, and reward, 

another is the appropriate architectural model and the domain-specific training 

samples. The Agents are classified as either value-based (no policy), policy-based (no 

value function), and actor-critic which has both policy and value function. Bishop 

(2006) further looks at the elements of reinforcement learning as follows: 

a) Agent – A hypothetical entity that acts in an environment to get a reward 

b) Action – The possible moves that an agent can take 
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c) Environment – The scenario/outside world where the agent performs actions 

d) State – The present status of the agent returned by the environment 

e) Reward – A numerical return signal from the environment to gauge the last 

action taken by the agent 

f) Policy – Strategy the agent uses to choose the succeeding action to take based 

on the current state. Also defined as the method to map agents’ state to actions 

g) Value – Delayed (future) reward received by the agent when it takes an action 

in a given state 

 

Figure 3: The interaction between the agent and the environment  

Source: Sutton & Barto (1998) 

The interaction of the agent and the environment is as shown in figure 3 from Sutton 

& Barto (1998). This interaction occurs at time steps, t = 0, 1, 2, 3…where 

information about the environment state St is received by the agent. the agent decides 

an action At by referring to the state of the environment at point t. After that, the agent 

will get a signal that is a numerical reward Rt+1. This becomes a sequence (S0, A0, R1, 

S1, A1, R2…). The state is the input used by the Reinforcement Learning agent in 

policymaking. This means that the state should be as correct as possible.  
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2.5 Related Work 

Many works of literature exist and intrusion detection results are obtained by using 

different datasets. With that, it is difficult to compare the results of the experiments. 

This is because differences that are pivotal will depend majorly on testing dataset that 

has been used to get the results of the detection.  

2.5.1 Intrusion Detection Systems 

Deokar & Hazarnis (2012) indicated the disadvantages of signature and anomaly-

based detection methods. The anomaly-based detection method has a high number of 

false positives. This is due to its flagging of activities occasionally performed as 

anomalies. The signature original multi-agent router throttling which detects by 

applying the divide-and-conquer does not detect novel attacks. This is because it uses 

stored patterns of attacks in detection. The proposed IDS would discover the attacks 

that are known and unknown by using the features of both anomaly and signature 

detection by using log files. The proposed IDS combined the RL method, association 

rule learning, and log correlation techniques.  

Gao et al. (2019) used an Incremental approach of the Extreme Learning Machine 

(IELM) together with Advanced Principal Component Algorithm (APCA) to come up 

with an IDS. The APCA selects features required by the IELM adaptively for the 

prediction of an optimal attack. An evaluation of the IDS framework performance was 

done using the University of New South Wales Network Based 2015 (UNSW-NB15) 

dataset. The research concluded with the results of the experiment showing that the 

IELM-APCA scored an accuracy of 70.51%, Detection Rate (DR) of 77.36%, and 

obtained a FAR of 35.09%.  
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Ambusaidi et al. (2016) introduced an IDS put together with a filter-inspired input 

reduction approach. The Kyoto 2006 dataset, KDDCup99 dataset, and 18 features of 

the NSL-KDD were used in this experiment. The authors used a Flexible Mutual 

Information (FMI) technique, which is a non-linear correlation measure so as to 

maintain the correlation of the different input variables. The Least Square SVM 

classifier was applied in the study. The result of the experiment using the NSL-KDD 

dataset showed that, the LS-SVM FMI scored an accuracy of 99.94% and a false 

alarm rate (FAR) of 0.28%. Using KDD Cup 99 dataset, it was 78.86% accurate. On 

the 10th iteration using the Kyoto 2006 dataset, it had a detection rate of 97.80% and 

FAR of 0.43%. 

Awad & Alabdallah (2019) proposed a Weighted Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) 

approach to intrusion detection.  The results of the performed experiments gave a 

precision of around 99%. 

Hu et al. (2009) looked at system call-based Hierarchical Gaussian Mixture Model 

(HMM) training in host-based anomaly intrusion detection. This was later improved 

by preprocessing the data for recognition and elimination of redundant sub-sequences 

of system calls, resulting in a smaller number of HMM sub-models. The results of the 

experiment on the three public databases showed that the cost of training can be cut 

almost by half without influencing its performance in intrusion detection. There is 

also a higher but reasonable false alarm rate when checked against the batch method 

of training which indicated a data reduction of 58%. 

A proposal was made by Nakkeeran et al. (2010) for a detection system consisting of 

layered detection modules. The results of the nodes neighboring the current node are 
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picked by the present node and the result is passed on to the neighboring nodes. The 

experiment posted an increase in detection and a reduction in false detection. 

Jiong & Mohammad (2006) proposed an unsupervised anomaly Network Intrusion 

Detection System framework that utilized the outlier detection technique. This was 

done using a random forest algorithm. The framework builds the patterns of network 

services over datasets labelled by the services. Using the built patterns and the 

modified outlier detection algorithm, the framework performs detection of the attacks 

using the datasets thereby leading to a reduction in calculation complexity. This 

approach makes an assumption that individual network services have their pattern for 

normal activities. 

Miao Wang, et al. (2006), proposed a method for the Windows Host Anomaly 

Detection System, which adds to the work of the other security methods in windows. 

It detects intrusions that invoke an anomaly sequence by programs. General situations 

such as normal programs that are used without authentication cannot be detected. 

Vikash et al. (2020) accomplished developing an IDS system and applied the UNSW-

NB15 dataset to validate it. The authors used the Information Gain methodology to 

come up with a feature reduction method. They used this filter-based feature 

extraction technique to select 22 of the 42 attributes. The classification process was 

carried out by using an integrated rule-based model that used multiple Tree-based 

classifiers on the IDS. The Attack Accuracy (57.01%), F-Measure (90%), and False 

Alarm Rate (2.01) were the performance measurement results of the system. The 

recommendation was that it can be improved by using other Machine Learning 

algorithms to replace the Tree-based methods. 
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Hazem & Nikos (2008) proposed an intrusion detection algorithm and an architecture 

that includes 2 layers, a global and local layer which perform data collection, analysis, 

and response functions. The global layer is central. This system applies a data mining 

approach and by filtering out intrusive behavior and normal, analyzes data that is not 

known resulting in reduced false alarms. 

Vasilis et al. (2010) designed a machine-learning model for anomaly detection 

through a Bayesian Support Vector Machine (SVM). The use of an SVM with one 

class to early detect system anomalies is studied along with drift output classification 

probabilities. Experimentally, when failure training data under one-class SVM is not 

present, unknown anomalies are recognized quickly. Initially dividing the training 

data into multiple unrelated lower-dimensional models, an evaluation of the test data 

is done independently on each model to show outliers in different capacities (as is in 

the posterior class probabilities evaluation in the Bayesian framework). 

Jiang et al. (2020) suggested a Network IDS framework using the One-Side Selection 

technique for reducing the number of meaningless data records in the majority of the 

classes. Synthetic Minority Over Sampling was applied to raise the dataset minority 

examples with Convolutional Neural Networks being used to bring out the 

dimensional attributes and Bi-directional Long-Short Term Memory models for 

temporal attributes. This becomes a Deep Learning model for conducting predictive 

tasks. The UNSW-NB15 and NSL-KDD datasets were used in the assessment. The 

accuracy obtained from the test data was 77.16% for UNSW-NB15 and 83.58% for 

NSL-KDD datasets. 

Osanaiye et al. (2016) offered a filter-based method that is multiple-filtered for 

detecting Distributed Denial of Service attacks. The approaches applied include 
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Information Gain, Gain Ratio, Relief, and Chi-Square. They used the attack detection 

datasets from the NSL-KDD to show the performance and for classification, they 

employed the Decision Tree (DT) algorithm. The DT algorithm was subjected to the 

k-fold cross-validation method where k=10 for training and validation. The results 

were that using 13 out of 42 features the DT classifier had a detection of 99.67% and 

a FAR of 0.42%.  

The conceptual study reveals the following: 

i. Most intrusion detection systems and research carried out use supervised and 

unsupervised methods of machine learning. These methods have achieved 

accuracies of up to 98% for selected datasets. Zhou et al. (2021) argue that 

machine learning algorithms such as Random Forest (RF), Bayes, AdaBoost, 

achieved around 99% of precision for the anomaly of ‘DDoS’ and ‘Portscan’. 

ii. The results of most studies done using machine learning in intrusion detection 

using the available datasets have been based on selected features of the 

dataset, thus feature selection has to be done on the datasets so as to get an 

optimal feature representative of the full feature set (Eesa et al.,2015). The 

factors affecting the results include the size of the dataset employed, the 

compute time and the performance of the algorithms (Chandrashekar & Sahin, 

2014). 

iii. Modern IDS perform well in detecting regular and known intrusions but are 

weak in adversarial AI attacks where malicious inputs are injected into the A.I 

training data.  This calls for a need for continuous improvement of the 

performance of intrusion detection systems. This is because accuracy and false 

alarm rate had not been fully optimized.   
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2.5.2 Machine Learning Methods 

DRL methods from an integration of deep and reinforcement learning can detect and 

prevent sophisticated types of cyber-attacks. Quah et al. (2002) use Temporal 

Difference learning on an actor-critic reinforcement learning model and use it to 

classify by using a fuzzy adaptative learning control network. The model developed is 

used on the Iris dataset. 

Grounds & Kudenko (2008), proposed a parallel version of the Sarsa algorithm. This 

made use of various separate actor-learners to make training faster. Individual actor-

learner learns on its own and at set times sends an update to weights that have 

experienced significant change compared to other learners using peer-to-peer 

communication. 

Bhosale et al. (2014) came up with a proposition of a multi-agent intelligent system 

that applied reinforcement learning and an influence diagram to respond fast to 

attacks that are complex and use rules and procedures to assess the state of captured 

flow. Every agent uses the local database along with the information from others 

(decisions and events) to learn its policy. 

Khammassi & Krichen (2017) use Genetic Algorithm (GA) and logistic regression for 

optimal feature subset selection on the UNSW-NB15 and KDDCup99 datasets.  This 

showed that the feature subset chosen using the method is effective for intrusion 

detection through different decision tree algorithms. After multiple simulations using 

the Weka simulation tool, on 20 of the 42 features of the UNSW-NB15 dataset, the 

Logistic Regression and Genetic algorithm together with DT classifier scored an 

accuracy of 81.42% and a FAR of 6.39%. Also, using 18 features of the KDDCup99 

dataset got a detection accuracy of 99.90% and FAR rate of 0.105%. 
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Khan et al. (2018) was able to develop a technique for feature reduction based on the 

Random Forest algorithm to give the score on Feature Importance (FI) of every 

attribute present in the UNSW-NB15 dataset. The FI algorithm uses ranking where 

the feature that scores the highest FI becomes the most important attribute when 

classifying in relation to the target variable. A feature subset of 11 attributes was 

selected and the following Machine Learning approaches were used for classification: 

kNN, Decision Tree, Bagging Meta Estimator, Extreme Gradient Boost (XGB), and 

Random Forest. The performance of these indicated that the Random Forest algorithm 

was the best with an accuracy of 75.56% and Fowlkes-Mallows Index (FM) of 73%. 

Muda et al. (2011) proposed a combination of K-Means clustering and Naïve Bayes 

classification for hybrid learning. The hybrid approach clusters data before 

classifying. The result of the experiment on the KDD Cup ’99 dataset indicated that 

this method had an accuracy of 99.5% on DOS and a precision of 40% for User to 

Root (U2R). 

A new Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) based model was proposed by Wei 

et al. (2004) to characterize both the program and the user practices for anomaly 

intrusion detection. This method sourced its information from the audit data stream 

that was derived from progressions of system calls and commands. The audit data is 

split into limited-length components. The frequencies of individual system calls or 

commands placed in each piece of data are used to rate how the program and user 

behave and to bring out the features from the blocks of audit data associated with the 

normal behaviors, NMF is used. The model that gives a description of the normal 

program and user behaviors is then built using these features as a basis. Drifting from 

the expected program and user conduct above a premeditated threshold is then taken 

as an anomaly. This method differs from other methods which use transition property 
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because it puts into consideration the constant property of system calls and 

commands. The results published by the authors from the simulation show that 

consideration of individual system calls or commands is not necessary, thus it can be 

deduced that the cost of computing using the NMF method is reasonable and is 

acceptable for real-time intrusion detection. 

Jian et al. (2005), proposed an immunology-inspired method for identifying 

irregularities in system performance. This approach incorporates the negative 

selection algorithm (NSA) and the genetic algorithm. This included generating B set 

of fuzzy rules to distinguish the normal and the abnormal behaviors. NSA filters and 

gets rid of the baseless detections so as to reduce the search space. The issue with 

anomaly detection was a two-class classification problem according to the authors, the 

intention was to group system patterns as self and non-self. The ideas from Fuzzy 

Logic are used in solving the classification problem. Using the samples; including self 

and non-self, fuzzy detector rules must be initiated in the non-self-space that will aid 

in finding the category the new sample belongs to; either self or non-self. There is an 

improvement in detection as a result of using the fuzzy rules and like any other 

technique, these rules do not employ hyper-rectangles for representation. The 

advantages include; The negative selection algorithm acts as a filter in numerous 

times. It is added to the Genetic Algorithm (GA) especially as a filter operator that 

gets rid of the bad solutions efficiently so as to have reduced False Positives (FP). A 

new partial match of a chromosome that is applied in getting compute the distance of 

two different individuals is adopted by the algorithm. A better depiction of the 

boundaries for the self and non-self-classes is provided by fuzzy rules and they reduce 

the search space.  
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Zhenghong et al. (2009) proposed utilizing Machine Learning for anomaly detection 

by using a Bayesian classification algorithm for detection of inconsistent nodes to the 

Wireless Sensor Networks characteristics like restrictions of nodes in terms of power, 

communication capacity, and computational capabilities. This achieves relatively high 

accuracy in detection and lowers false positives. After learning of a few samples is 

complete, it is also possible to establish detection rules. Using the model for 

simulation the authors attempted to prove that the proposed model could retrieve 

important association rules and differentiate with high accuracy between normal 

connection and the intrusion which is unknown. 

The most used detection approach used is the anomaly detection as supported by 

Karami & Guerrero-Zapata (2015) due to its effectiveness in detecting new attacks. 

There is a wide range of techniques applied and the diversity of the datasets used for 

evaluation allows for assessing the performance of the proposed approaches across 

different scenarios. The studies generally report good performance in terms of 

accuracy, precision, and low false alarm rates. They showcase the potential of 

machine learning techniques in enhancing the effectiveness of IDS. 

Despite the contributions of these research studies, several gaps and limitations can be 

identified: 

1. Lack of real-world data: The benchmark datasets relied on by these studies 

may not fully represent real-world network traffic and attack scenarios as 

supported by Duan et al. (2020). Incorporating more diverse and up-to-date 

datasets would enhance the practicality of the proposed IDS approaches. 

2. Limited evaluation metrics: Alrawashdeh et al. (2019) points out that while 

accuracy and false alarm rates are commonly reported, studies could benefit 
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from evaluating the proposed approaches using additional metrics such as 

recall and F1 score to provide a more comprehensive assessment of their 

performance. 

3. Scalability and computational complexity: Some studies do not thoroughly 

address the scalability of their approaches to handle large-scale networks or 

the computational complexity required for training and deployment. 

Considering these factors is crucial for the practical implementation of IDS in 

complex environments. 

4. Lack of comparative analysis: The studies often evaluate their proposed 

approaches in isolation, without making a comparison to existing state-of-the-

art IDS methods (Khalid et al., 2018). Comparative analysis is important as it 

provides insights into the relative strengths and weaknesses of different 

techniques. 

5. Limited focus on online learning and adaptability: Continuous monitoring 

and adaptation are crucial for IDS to handle evolving attack patterns. Many 

studies do not explicitly address the ability of their approaches to adapt to 

dynamic network conditions and detect emerging threats. 

If these gaps are addressed, it will contribute to the development of more robust and 

practical IDS solutions that can effectively detect and respond to evolving cyber 

threats in diverse network environments. 

For the gaps identified in these studies, it shows that there is a need to continually 

build on the intrusion detection systems so as to ensure maximum performance. This 

is because accuracy and false alarm rates have not been fully optimized in the existing 

IDSs. Besides, deep reinforcement learning applications on intrusion detection 
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systems have not been exhaustively tested. This then calls for conducting more 

research in the area and this is where this study comes in by applying the A3C 

algorithm to IDS. 

2.6 Effectiveness of Using A3C in Anomaly Detection 

The Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic algorithm is one of the most recent 

algorithms developed by employing Deep Reinforcement Learning. It makes use of 

numerous agents each having information on the network and a copy of the 

environment (Mnih et al., 2016). These agents explore and learn with each interaction 

with their individual environments asynchronously. A3C is good because it does not 

overutilize the GPU resource hence computationally efficient and also uses less time 

when training. Its clear structure also makes it easier to debug and optimize.  

A3C is not specifically designed for anomaly detection because the algorithm is 

primarily used in reinforcement learning tasks, particularly for training agents to 

interact with environments and learn optimal policies. It is possible to adapt the 

algorithm for this purpose, however, the effectiveness of using A3C for anomaly 

detection may vary depending on the specific context and requirements. 

According to Chandola et al. (2009), anomaly detection typically involves looking for 

patterns or instances that deviate in a noticeable range from normal behavior. 

Traditional anomaly detection methods often rely on statistical approaches, clustering 

techniques, or rule-based systems. These always make an assumption that anomalies 

rarely occur and differ significantly from normal observations. 

Applying A3C to anomaly detection involves training an agent to learn the normal 

behavior of a system or dataset and then using the learned policy to identify 

anomalies. The agent would interact with the environment, observe states, take 
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actions, and receive rewards based on the deviation from normal behavior. By 

optimizing the policy through reinforcement learning, the agent can learn to 

distinguish anomalies from normal patterns.  

The effectiveness of using A3C for anomaly detection depends on several factors as 

supported by Abbeel & Schulman (2021) including: 

1. Availability of labeled data: Reinforcement learning methods like A3C 

basically require a significant amount of training data. If labeled data 

representing both normal and anomalous behavior is available, it can be used 

to train the agent effectively. However, obtaining labeled anomaly data may 

be challenging in many real-world scenarios. 

2. Complexity of the anomaly patterns: A3C, like other reinforcement learning 

algorithms, may struggle to detect complex or subtle anomalies that deviate 

from normal behavior. The agent's performance heavily depends on the 

representation of the state space and the ability to capture relevant features. 

3. Training time and computational resources: Reinforcement learning 

algorithms, including A3C, can be computationally intensive and time-

consuming. Training a robust anomaly detection model using A3C may 

require substantial computational resources and extended training periods. 

4. Generalization to new anomalies: A3C-based anomaly detection models may 

have limited generalization capabilities. If the agent is trained on a specific set 

of anomalies, it may struggle to detect novel or previously unseen anomalies. 

Ensuring the model's ability to generalize to new anomalies would require a 

diverse and representative training set. 
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It's important to carefully consider these factors and evaluate the performance of the 

A3C algorithm in the specific anomaly detection context before drawing conclusions 

about its effectiveness. 

Deep Reinforcement Learning consists of V(s), the long-term expected cumulative 

reward starting from the state (s) and is useful in appraising the state (s), Q(s, a) refers 

to the long-term expected cumulative reward starting from executing action (a) in the 

state (s) and Π(s, a), the probability of executing action under state (s) (Sutton & 

Barto, 2018).  

Mnih et al. (2016) explains that A3C algorithm works by executing various copies of 

the agent in multiple environmental instances in a non-simultaneous manner. When 

training, the agent interacts each with its own occurrence of the environment, fetches 

different samples for training, computes the gradient of the network, uploads the 

gradient to update the global network, and finally downloads the latest network to the 

local. The global network of the master agent cannot be updated by the numerous 

copies of the agents’ uploaded gradients at once. Figure 4 illustrates the interaction of 

the Master and Agent and how their interactions are updated.  

 

Figure 4:  Master-Agent Interaction 

Source: Zeng et al. (2019) 
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Each agent replica interacts with the respective environmental instance by observing 

the environment and performing an action. 

 

Figure 5: A3C architecture 

Source: Karagiannakos, S. (2019). 

Figure 5 shows the architecture of A3C. The workers are trained in parallel and the 

global network is periodically updated which holds shared parameters. Asynchronous 

comes from the fact that updates are not happening simultaneously. The agents reset 

their parameters to those of the global network with each update and continue their 

independent exploration and training for n steps until they update themselves again. 

From the figure, information flows not only from the agents to the global network but 

also between agents as each resets their weights by the global network, which has the 

information of all the other agents. Actor-Critic takes advantage of both value-based 

and policy-based while eliminating all their drawbacks. The actor takes the state as 

input and action as output. The agent is controlled by learning the optimal policy. The 

critic, on the other hand, looks at the action by computing the value function. The 
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actor and critic get better in their own role as time passes resulting in a more efficient 

architecture.  

Since the global network controls the agents and each agent sends the gained 

knowledge from exploration to the global network and the global network also 

enables the agents to acquire diversified training data, this enables the algorithm to 

perform better than other reinforcement learning techniques.  The workers and the 

global agent are modeled as Deep Neural Networks each with two outputs: One is for 

the critic which is scalar and shows the expected reward of a given state, V(s). The 

other is for the actor which is a vector showing probability distribution over all 

possible actions (s, a).  

Contrary to some straightforward methods which are dependent on either Value-

Iteration methods or Policy-Gradient methods, the A3C algorithm merges the best 

parts of both methods i.e., the algorithm predicts both the value function V(s) as well 

as the optimal policy function π(s) (actor-critic). Advantage value shows the agent 

how the rewards were better when contrasted to its expectation. The agent then gains 

better insight of the environment which improves the learning process.  The following 

expression gives the advantage metric according to Sutton & Barto (2018). 

Advantage: A = Q (s, a) – V(s) 

The behavior of the agent is defined by the policy and this is seen as a mapping 

function from states to actions. This policy is the chance of an agent acting under a 

given state modeled as p(a|s). A3C gives the parameters of the policy function π 

(at|st;θ) and the value function V(st;θv), using the actor network and the critic network 

respectively. The algorithm maintains a policy π (at|st;θ) and an approximation of the 

value function V(st;θv). The actor-critic variation works in the forward view and uses 
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a mix of n-step returns for updating the policy and value functions. Sutton & Barto 

(2018) further reiterate the updates of the policy and the value function are done after 

every tmax actions or when a final state is arrived at. The update performed by the 

algorithm can be seen as ∇θ′ logπ(at|st;θ′)A(st, at;θ,θv) where A(st,at;θ,θv) is an estimate 

of the advantage function given by:

where k varies from one state to another and has the upper bound t max. 

Each copy of the agent calculates the actor and critic networks gradients in every 

fixed step or when the episode terminates and then asynchronously syncs the 

gradients so that the global network is updated. When calculating the gradient of the 

critic network, the following formula is used: 

dθv=∂(A(st;θv))2/∂θv where A(st;θv) stands for estimation of the advantage function 

that is given by the following expression: 

A(st;θv)=∑k−1i=0γirt+i+γkV(st+k;θv)−V(st;θv) 

where γ is the discount factor and k is the variation of the sample sequence length and 

the index of the current sample (coded from zero). 

The expression for calculating the gradient of the actor-network is as shown: 

dθp=∇θplogΠ(at|st;θp)A(st;θv)+β∇θpH(Π(st;θp)) 

where H represents the entropy of the policy Π. The hyper-parameter β keeps in check 

the strength of the entropy regularization term. The exploration ability of the agent is 

aided by adding entropy to the activity of updating the gradient of the policy function. 

It also stops the convergence of policies to the local optimal solution (Mnih. V et al., 

2016). The concept of entropy measures the amount of uncertainty or randomness in a 

set of data (Gao et al., 2020). It gives an understanding of how much information is 

needed to describe or predict the outcomes within that data. Entropy is applied in 

various fields, such as information theory, statistics, and machine learning. In 
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machine learning, entropy is often used as a criterion to measure the impurity or 

disorder in decision trees or to guide the training process of models. 

A3C is different from A2C in that it has workers that are independent and they have 

their weights. These workers interrelate with a mimic of the environment in parallel. 

This means that the state - action space that they can traverse is bigger and takes less 

time in theory. The global network will update itself and update the worker as soon as 

the worker sends an update. The parameter’s information reaches the global network 

from the workers and also between workers as each worker resets weights that agree 

with the global network. 

Advantages of A3C 

Mnih et al. (2016) gives the advantages of A3C as follows; 

i. The A3C algorithm is speedier and more vigorous when compared to the 

regular Reinforcement Learning Algorithms. 

ii. The algorithm has better performance than the other Reinforcement learning 

algorithm since it utilizes knowledge diversification. 

iii. The algorithm can be utilized in both the discrete and continuous action 

spaces. 

The A3C algorithm will be effective in intrusion detection as envisioned in the 

conceptual model in figure 6 below. 

2.7 Conceptual Model 

A conceptual model is a framework that has been utilized by researchers to define the 

trajectories available for taking an action or present an idea or thought (Elangovan & 

Rajendran, 2015). It provides a visual representation of the target theoretical 

constructs and variables. 
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In using reinforcement learning, the agent actions include dataset selection, 

prediction, and validation and coming up with a policy that maximizes rewards to 

attain higher accuracy as a result of the intrusion detection. The reward given is 

measured by correct recognition by the agent. If the agent correctly predicts, a reward 

is given. The objective the agent has is to get as many rewards as possible. The 

environment state variables the traffic date from the UNSW-NB15 dataset. The 

conceptual model shows the systematic approach to the processes based on the A3C 

algorithm. Figure 6 shows the reinforcement learning conceptual model for intrusion 

detection. 

 

Figure 6: A Reinforcement Learning Conceptual Model for Intrusion Detection 

Source: Author 

 

 

A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a mathematical framework used to model 

decision-making problems and has states, actions, transition probabilities, and 
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rewards. Puterman (2014) supports that the agent interacts with an environment by 

taking actions in specific states. The outcome of an action is determined 

probabilistically based on the current state and the chosen action. The state-action pair 

is associated with a reward value, which shows how desirable the action is in that 

state. 

The goal of the agent is to learn a policy, that maximizes the cumulative expected 

reward over time. This is achieved by estimating the value function, which represents 

the expected cumulative reward from a particular state following a certain policy. 

The Markov decision process and the conceptual model both look at the agent’s 

interaction with the environment and the choosing of the optimal action so as to 

maximize rewards at the states. 

 

Figure 7: A Markov Decision Process 

Source: Author 

 

The agent processes the state variables and performs actions. The reward is calculated 

using the actions and the feedback is given to the agent and finally the agent updates 

the policy based on the reward and states and the process is repeated. 
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2.8 Appropriate Dataset for Use on A3C 

There are many datasets available for use in the study including the UNSW-NB15 

dataset, KDD CUP ’99 dataset and the NSL-KDD dataset. The UNSW-NB15 dataset 

was selected for the study and shall be discussed in detail. 

2.8.1 The UNSW-NB15 Dataset 

There have been challenges in finding datasets that give a true reflection of the 

network traffic in the modern world and also has various low footprint attacks 

according to Garcia-Teodoro et al. (2009). This is because most of them are private 

because of security and privacy concerns. Publicly available datasets have also been 

largely anonymized and fail to validate that they exhibit real-world network traffic 

behavior. This makes it difficult to get a comprehensive and up to date data. It 

becomes difficult for researchers to develop effective intrusion detection systems and 

evaluate their performance. This is caused by the challenge of assessing the 

robustness and generalizability of proposed approaches in detecting low-footprint 

attacks and accurately modeling network behavior Barocas & Selbst (2019). This 

requires a collaborative effort between researchers, industry professionals, and 

organizations to develop and share more diverse and realistic datasets. Having a 

balance between ensuring data privacy and security while still providing access to 

datasets that reflect the complexities of modern network traffic and encompass a wide 

range of attack scenarios is important. 

The KDD98, KDDCUP99, and NSLKDD datasets were generated years ago. These 

datasets have been shown by many studies including Tavallaee et al. (2009) and 

McHugh (2000) not to be reflective of current network traffic and lack modern low 

footprint attacks found in the current network threat environment. Many studies have 
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highlighted the importance of using up-to-date datasets reflecting network threats' 

evolving nature (García-Teodoro et al., 2012; Sperotto et al., 2010). This is made with 

an emphasis that the dataset's quality significantly impacts detection systems' 

reliability and performance as posited by Gogoi et al. (2012). 

The UNSW-NB15 is a full-scale dataset for network intrusion detection systems and 

was created and benchmarked by Moustafa et al. (2015) and the University of New 

South Wales, Australia. The IXIA PerfectStorm tool was used in this dataset. This 

was created for producing a combination of real modern behaviors that are considered 

as regular and synthetic contemporary attacks using new and existing processes for 

feature generation. The dataset traffic was captured in two days, on the 22nd of 

January and 15 hours on 17th February 2015 (Moustafa et al., 2015) in the Cyber 

Range Lab of the Australian Centre for Cyber Security (ACCS). The preprocessed 

data is in packet capture (PCAP) files, (Comma Separated Value) CSV files, and the 

output of flow information extraction tools Argus and Bro-IDS.   The dataset contains 

45 features that are both numeric and categorical. These features are grouped as:  

i. Flow features include transport layer features like IP addresses, ports, and 

protocol type 

ii. Basic contains packet-based and flow-based features, such as duration, 

number of bytes, and number of packets.  

iii. Content features contains exploration of connection content and window 

advertisements or sequence numbers. 

iv.  Time features contain time related aspects like jitter, start &amp; end time 

v.  Others are categorized as general purpose and connection features. 
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Table 1 below shows the table of all the features in the UNSW-NB15 dataset. 

Table 1: The dataset features, described in Moustafa and Slay (2016) 

No. Name Type  Description 
1 Srcip nominal Source IP address 
2 Sport integer Source port number 
3 Dstip nominal Destination IP address 
4 Dsport integer Destination port number 
5 Proto nominal Transaction protocol 

6 State nominal 

Indicates to the state and its dependent protocol, 

e.g. ACC, CLO, CON, ECO, ECR, FIN, INT, 

MAS, PAR, REQ, RST, TST, TXD, URH, URN, 

and (-) (if not used state) 
7 Dur Float Record total duration 
8 Sbytes Integer Source to destination transaction bytes  
9 Dbytes Integer Destination to source transaction bytes 

10 Sttl Integer Source to destination time to live value  
11 Dttl Integer Destination to source time to live value 
12 Sloss Integer Source packets retransmitted or dropped  
13 Dloss Integer Destination packets retransmitted or dropped 

14 Service nominal 
http, ftp, smtp, ssh, dns, ftp-data ,irc  and (-) if not 

much used service 
15 Sload Float Source bits per second 
16 Dload Float Destination bits per second 
17 Spkts integer Source to destination packet count  
18 Dpkts integer Destination to source packet count 
19 Swin integer Source TCP window advertisement value 
20 Dwin integer Destination TCP window advertisement value 
21 Stcpb integer Source TCP base sequence number 
22 Dtcpb integer Destination TCP base sequence number 

23 Smeansz integer 
Mean of the ?ow packet size transmitted by the 

src  

24 Dmeansz integer 
Mean of the ?ow packet size transmitted by the 

dst  

25 trans_depth integer 
Represents the pipelined depth into the connection 

of http request/response transaction 

26 res_bdy_len integer 
Actual uncompressed content size of the data 

transferred from the server’s http service. 
27 Sjit Float Source jitter (mSec) 
28 Djit Float Destination jitter (mSec) 
29 Stime Timestamp record start time 
30 Ltime Timestamp record last time 
31 Sintpkt Float Source interpacket arrival time (mSec) 
32 Dintpkt Float Destination interpacket arrival time (mSec) 

33 Tcprtt Float 
TCP connection setup round-trip time, the sum of 

’synack’ and ’ackdat’. 

34 Synack Float 
TCP connection setup time, the time between the 

SYN and the SYN_ACK packets. 

35 Ackdat Float 
TCP connection setup time, the time between the 

SYN_ACK and the ACK packets. 

36 is_sm_ips_ports Binary 

If source (1) and destination (3)IP addresses equal 

and port numbers (2)(4)  equal then, this variable 

takes value 1 else 0 
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37 ct_state_ttl Integer 

No. for each state (6) according to specific range 

of values for source/destination time to live (10) 

(11). 

38 ct_flw_http_mthd Integer 
No. of flows that has methods such as Get and 

Post in http service. 

39 is_ftp_login Binary 
If the ftp session is accessed by user and password 

then 1 else 0.  
40 ct_ftp_cmd integer No of flows that has a command in ftp session. 

41 ct_srv_src integer 

No. of connections that contain the same service 

(14) and source address (1) in 100 connections 

according to the last time (26). 

42 ct_srv_dst integer 

No. of connections that contain the same service 

(14) and destination address (3) in 100 

connections according to the last time (26). 

43 ct_dst_ltm integer 

No. of connections of the same destination 

address (3) in 100 connections according to the 

last time (26). 

44 ct_src_ ltm integer 
No. of connections of the same source address (1) 

in 100 connections according to the last time (26). 

45 ct_src_dport_ltm integer 

No of connections of the same source address (1) 

and the destination port (4) in 100 connections 

according to the last time (26). 

46 ct_dst_sport_ltm integer 

No of connections of the same destination address 

(3) and the source port (2) in 100 connections 

according to the last time (26). 

47 ct_dst_src_ltm integer 

No of connections of the same source (1) and the 

destination (3) address in in 100 connections 

according to the last time (26). 

48 attack_cat nominal 

The name of each attack category. In this data set 

, nine categories e.g. Fuzzers, Analysis, 

Backdoors, DoS Exploits, Generic, 

Reconnaissance, Shellcode and Worms 
49 Label binary 0 for normal and 1 for attack records 

 

The training set which is employed for the training of models has 175,341 records and 

then the set employed for testing trained models is the testing set and has 82,332 

records from both the attack and normal. 
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Table 2: The 9 families of attacks, described in Moustafa and Slay (2016) 

CATEGORY TRAIN TEST 

Normal 56000 37005 

Backdoor 1746 583 

Analysis 2000 677 

Fuzzers 18185 6062 

Shellcode 1133 378 

Reconnaisance 10492 3496 

Exploits 33393 11132 

DoS 12264 4089 

Worms 130 44 

Generic 40000 18871 

Total 175343 82337 

 

The UNSW-NB15 dataset includes 9 families of attacks, described in Moustafa & 

Slay (2016) as shown in Table 2. They are outlined as follows depending on the 

nature of the attack. 

i. Fuzzers: This attack utilizes huge amounts of data that are random known as 

“Fuzz”. This causes network failure or attempts to crash crucial network 

servers. 

ii. Analysis: Contains attacks based on port scans, vulnerability scans, spam 

files, and footprinting. This type of attack is also called Active 

Reconnaissance and is where the network is scanned in some particular way 

but is not exploited. 

iii. Backdoors: It uses malicious software to position themselves in a computer 

system and to provide remote access to attackers as a part of an exploit. 

iv.  Denial of service (DoS): This is where a lot of illegal connection requests 

deny the use of network resources by the intended users leading the machine 

to a state of compromise. They can be hard to differentiate from legitimate 

network activity; however, there are some indicators to detect such intrusive 

activities in progress. 
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v.  Exploits: They target known vulnerabilities in operating systems hence 

compromising them. Once detection of a potential vulnerability in a network is 

made, these attacks can be automated. 

vi.  Generic: This is a cipher-based attack, which is essentially a collision attack 

on the secret key generated by the cryptographic principles. This analysis can 

be applied to block, stream and message authentication code cyphers. It is 

often referred to as a collision attack as most of these families are susceptible 

to the birthday attack. The attack depends on the higher likelihood of 

collisions found between random attack attempts. 

vii.  Reconnaissance: This type of attack collects exploratory information on a 

public network or target host and uses exploit techniques to intrude on target 

hosts or networks by maximizing the use of the gathered information. 

Reconnaissance uses the freely available information in public “Whois” 

service, ARIN records, and Shodan. Passive reconnaissance includes searches 

in the social media which also assist in reconnaissance attacks.  

viii.  Shellcode: This is a subgroup of the exploit class. This attack utilizes a small 

piece of code as a payload of an exploit. The malicious code is injected into an 

active application to compromise and gain remote access to a victim's 

computer. It typically starts a command shell from which the attacker can 

control the compromised machine. 

ix. Worms: A worm is a malicious attack that spreads through network 

propagation and infects a much larger network rather quickly. The worm 

infects computers and makes zombies or bots, intending to use them in 

distributed attacks by forming botnets. 
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2.9 Model Validation 

Splitting the data when training the model is the basis of validation techniques. This is 

done so as to understand what happens if the model is faced with data that it has not 

interacted with before. There are several validation methods used. The train/test split 

method will be used in this study. This is selected for computational efficiency and 

the size of the dataset (Brownlee, 2016). 

2.9.1 Train/Test Split 

Goodfellow et al. (2016) emphasize that it is important to separate data into training 

and testing sets for model evaluation. The train/test split is as a crucial step in building 

and validating deep learning models. The train/test split is a technique to evaluate how 

a machine learning algorithm performs. This technique involves splitting the dataset 

into training and testing sets. The model is then trained using the training set and 

applied to the testing set (Goodfellow et al., 2016). The question when validating the 

models is how well the validation datasets will capture the representation of 

contemporary low-rate attacks. An evaluation of how the IDS performs is usually 

done by running it over data that has malicious and legitimate traffic.  

The figure of malicious traffic detected by the IDS (True Positives) and one 

misclassified as a legitimate instance (False Positives) are then counted. For a more 

satisfactory result, the evaluation data used in the method must be a representation of 

the real world. Since attacks are constantly evolving, the evaluation of an IDS with 

old datasets may yield a good performance but the outcome may not accurately 

represent its potential to detect contemporary attacks. The experiments conducted by 

Hadžiosmanovic et al. (2012) and Wressnegger et al. (2013) showed that the 

performance of the IDS is low when faced with more recent attacks. 
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2.10 Chapter Summary 

This chapter looked at the previous research on the study, computation and machine 

learning theories as the theoretical frameworks informing the study and a 

conceptualization and validation of the study. The theoretical frameworks provide 

robust Learning Framework. Machine learning theory provides a solid foundation for 

understanding the principles and algorithms behind learning from data. Computational 

learning theory, in particular, focuses on the theoretical analysis of learning 

algorithms and their performance guarantees. Application of these theories to the A3C 

algorithm helps ensure that the IDS model learns effectively and provides reliable 

results. The conceptualization and use of MDP gives an in depth understanding of the 

working of the IDS while the process flow gives an implementation roadmap of the 

model. Chapter three looks at the Research Methodology. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

Creswell (2014) refers to research methodology as the systematic approach or 

framework adopted by researchers to conduct a study and gather relevant data or 

evidence to answer research questions or test hypotheses. It involves the design, 

planning, and implementation of the research process, including the methods, 

techniques, tools, and procedures used to collect, analyze, and interpret data. This 

covers the systematic approach and techniques used for planning, conduct, and 

evaluation of research study to ensure the reliability, validity, and ethicality of the 

research findings. It also provides a framework for data collection and analysis for 

addressing research objectives and contribute to the existing body of knowledge. 

Research Methodology guides on how the research study will be conducted, ensuring 

that it is rigorous, reliable, and valid as supported by Creswell (2014). It involves 

making decisions about various aspects of the research, such as the research design, 

sampling strategy, data collection methods, data analysis techniques, and ethical 

considerations. The choice depends on the nature of the research objectives, the 

research questions, and the type of data required.  

3.2 Research Philosophy 

Walliman & Walliman, (2011) define research as “an activity that involves finding 

out, in a more or less systematic way, things you did not know” while Brown (2006) 

posits that “Methodology is the philosophical framework within which the research is 

conducted or the foundation upon which the research is based”. 
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O’Leary (2004) also notes that it is a framework associated with paradigmatic 

assumptions that are to be used when conducting research. Allan & Randy (2005) 

give the criteria which should be met when conducting a research methodology. First 

is its suitability to achieve the objectives of the research and it should be made 

possible to reproduce the methodology used in other research that are of the same 

nature. Research methodology provides the principles for organizing, planning, 

designing, and conducting research.  

Saunders et al. (2019) define research philosophy as a set of beliefs, assumptions, and 

principles guiding the researcher's research approach. It provides a framework for 

understanding the nature of knowledge, reality, and the relationship between the 

researcher and the research subject. Research philosophy influences the choice of 

research methods, data collection techniques, and data analysis approaches used in a 

study as Saunders et al. (2019) posits. There are different research philosophies, each 

with its own underlying assumptions and implications. Some common research 

philosophies include positivism, interpretivism, and critical realism. 

Research philosophy is associated with the nature of knowledge and the development 

of that knowledge. This is important as the philosophy adopted contains the 

worldview of the researcher and is therefore important. The Positivism Philosophy is 

an epistemology adopted in this research and is that of a natural scientist. Remenyi et 

al. (1998) points out that the researcher will use observable social reality which at the 

end of the research becomes a law-like generalization related to those produced by the 

natural and physical scientists. Positivism is based on the belief that knowledge can be 

obtained through objective observation and measurement. It emphasizes the use of 
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quantitative data, the application of scientific methods, and the pursuit of causal 

explanations.  

When using a positivist philosophy for modeling an IDS using the A3C algorithm, the 

focus is on employing objective and empirical data collection and quantitative 

analysis, and deriving conclusions that can be generalized. Positivism emphasizes the 

use of scientific methods, observation, and experimentation to understand phenomena. 

A positivist approach involves: 

1. Formulation of clear research questions by looking at objectives and goals of 

the research, which is improving the detection accuracy and reducing false 

positives in intrusion detection. 

2. Gathering data in a systematic manner which involves collecting data related 

to network traffic, attack patterns, and system behavior by using publicly 

available datasets. 

3. Using statistical and computational techniques to analyze the collected data. 

This includes data preprocessing, feature extraction, and employing A3C for 

intrusion detection. 

4. Evaluating the performance of the IDS model by measuring its accuracy, 

precision, recall and F-Measure and comparing with existing IDS approaches 

or benchmarks so as to validate the effectiveness of the A3C algorithm. This is 

done objectively. 

5. Generalization and replication: Using the findings to draw conclusions and 

determining how generalizable the results are to other contexts.  
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Creswell (2014) points out that positivist philosophy assumes an objective reality that 

is looked at using empirical methods. It is primarily focused on quantitative data, 

causal relationships, and generalizable findings.  

Saunders et al. (2019) advices that it is important for researchers to clearly articulate 

their research philosophy as it shapes the overall approach and methodology of the 

study. The choice of research philosophy should align with the research objectives, 

research questions, and the nature of the phenomenon under investigation. This 

research was undertaken, in a value-free way with the assumption that ‘the researcher 

is independent of and neither affects nor is affected by the subject of the research’ 

(Remenyi et al., 1998). This was particularly applicable to this study as the research 

was independent of the researcher and at the end of the observation, a conclusion as a 

result of the findings of the study was discussed and given as a generalization. 

3.3 Research Design 

Creswell (2012) refers to research design as the specific procedure on how the 

researcher intends to conduct a study. It is about deciding on the methods, data 

collection procedures, sampling techniques, and data analysis approaches to be used 

for addressing the research questions or objectives.  Research design is a reference for 

the research process to ensure that it is well-structured, systematic, and capable of 

generating reliable and valid results. It guides the research from defining the problem 

and formulating research questions to collecting and analyzing data and drawing 

conclusions. 

Experimental research design was used in this study. Experimental research is a 

quantitative research method that involves manipulating one or more independent 

variables to observe their effect on a dependent variable while controlling for 
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extraneous factors (Creswell, 2014). Experimental research is one study that is 

commonly applied in scientific research designs, and it is the base approach for 

scrutinizing the cause/effect relationships and explore the association of one variable 

to the other by systematically manipulating and measuring them under controlled 

conditions. This kind of research is known as hypothesis testing or a deductive 

research method because it is used in hypotheses formulated by the researcher by 

supporting or disproving them to answer a specific question or issue. 

A variable, according to Fraser Health Authority (2011) is “a property or 

characteristic of things and people that vary in quality and quantity”. It is measurable 

and can be manipulated and controlled. An independent variable, also called an 

experimental or predictor variable is a variable to be manipulated during the 

experiment and observed for its effect on the dependent or outcome variable. The 

dependent variable is dependent on the independent variable. 

The independent variables were the raw data packet training datasets and the 

dependent variables will be the accuracy, precision and recall matrices. Machine 

learning models were split up into two as training and testing parts. The training data 

samples were used in the learning algorithm where the training took place. In testing, 

the learning algorithm makes use of an execution engine to predict the unknown test 

data used (classified data) to detect novel attacks. 

The researcher intended to model an Intrusion Detection System using the 

Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic Algorithm which learns both policy and state 

value functions simultaneously. The reward function included, motivates the agent to 

go for as many rewards as possible. DNN is applied in the reward function to see if a 

new observation has a normal pattern. Exploration and exploitation approach was 
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adopted in this model by using entropy to avoid the common problem of a policy 

early converging to some inescapable points.   

Once the development of the model was completed, training of the agent using 

already available data followed. On the data collection, cleaning, and benchmark part, 

the data to be used in the experiment were the secondary data from the UNSW-NB15 

dataset. This data was loaded and cleaned in preparation for analysis in the 

preprocessing stage. Data preprocessing is done since such datasets contain some 

discrepancies. The preprocessing functions included ensuring no null values and 

consistent data and transformation by normalization and one hot encoding. 

Normalization was performed due to the heterogenous nature of network traffic logs. 

Categorical features were standardized by one-hot encoding and the raw values of 

numerical features were rescaled to the proper range. 

Preparing a visualization of the dataset was important in enabling a better 

understanding of the dataset being used in the experiment. A benchmark was 

performed using traditional machine learning algorithms for prediction on the datasets 

with the aim of a prediction accuracy score of above 90%.  

After dataset benchmarking, the model of the IDS using A3C was developed using 

Python language. The environment was built, while the agent (actor and critic) was 

developed using TensorFlow – an open-source software library for machine learning. 

Training of the agent on the dataset using the algorithm, testing, and analysis was 

done on the effectiveness of the algorithm.  

3.4 Research Approach 

This study employed a quantitative research approach. Bryman (2012) states that it is 

a research strategy that focuses on quantifying the collection and analysis of data. 
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This is supported by Aliaga & Gunderson (2002), who describe quantitative research 

as the method of gathering data in numerical form so as to explain a phenomenon and 

performing analysis using mathematical methods. Williams (2011) points out that 

quantitative research uses inquiry strategies like experiments and surveys, and 

performs data collection on predetermined instruments to give statistical data. 

This approach is preferred by the researcher because it is objective, scientific and 

focused. The quantitative approach is attractive due to its speed and efficiency. This is 

because of using data computing equipment and software to process and analyze data, 

even with a large sample size. The objective of using the quantitative approach was to 

develop and employ a model using the A3C algorithm in the intrusion detection 

system. 

The quantitative approach has advantages relevant to the study including objective 

results and minimum bias of results that can be generalizable. The quantitative data 

was from the values assigned to the records of the dataset and the resulting analysis 

done from the experiment.  Quantitative data was analyzed by having frequency 

tables and bar charts generated so as to give a visual representation of the dataset 

composition and an objective and generalizable representation. This type of analysis 

enabled the researcher to make viable conclusions after assessing the data critically. 

The study included selecting the data from the UNSW-NB15 dataset, optimizing the 

data and using the training and test data in analyzing the effectiveness of the 

algorithm. To evaluate the performance of the A3C algorithm, the main test case was 

classifying the record as either an attack or as normal using the features. 
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3.5 Deductive Reasoning 

This research employed the deductive approach also called deductive reasoning in 

which a hypothesis is developed, and a research strategy is designed to test the 

hypothesis (Wilson, 2010). This is because the Deductive approach offers benefits 

such as: 

i. It is possible to explain causal relationships between concepts and variables 

ii. It is possible to quantitatively measure the concepts  

iii. Research findings may be generalized. 

In modelling an IDS using deep reinforcement learning, the premise was that if the 

performance of deep reinforcement learning is high in other fields such as robotics, 

finance, games, and autonomous driving, then there would be better performance in 

intrusion detection. The data of the UNSW-NB15 dataset was the dependent variable 

while the prediction matrix including accuracy, precision, recall, F-score and false 

positive rate was the independent variable. 

Performance evaluations for the algorithm were to be done. Once the algorithm had 

been trained on the training data set, the test data set would be useful in calculating 

performance indicators for the evaluation of the algorithm’s performance and quality. 

Important metrics to evaluate the performance of the algorithm include: 

3.6 Development of an IDS model using A3C 

The steps taken in the development of the IDS must be guided and hence carried out 

systematically for realization of results. The process flow highlights the steps to be 

followed. 
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3.6.1 Process flow 

This study begins with obtaining the UNSW-NB15 dataset and performing pre-

processing for the data to be optimized for training. This will be followed by 

modelling of the IDS using A3C then agent training and testing and finally evaluating 

and analysis on how the model performs. Figure 8 shows the process flow diagram 

 
Figure 8: Process Flow Diagram 

Source: Author 

 

1. Dataset preprocessing: The UNSW-NB15 dataset needs to be preprocessed. 

Preprocessing made it suitable for training the agent. This process typically 

involves converting the dataset into a format that can be fed into the A3C 

algorithm and include encoding categorical variables and normalizing 

numerical features. 

2. Environment design: In reinforcement learning, an environment is a 

representation of the problem or task that the agent interacts with. This case 

required an environment that emulates network traffic scenarios. The 

preprocessed dataset is taken as input by the environment and a simulation of 

the network environment enables the agent to make decisions. 
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3. Agent setup: A3C algorithm is set up by defining the neural network 

architectures for the actor and critic, which will learn to make decisions and 

evaluate the actions, respectively. The agent's policy which describes how it 

selects actions is updated based on the observations from the environment and 

feedback from the critic. 

4. Training and Testing process: Multiple parallel agents are used to interact with 

the environment and collect experiences. These experiences, including states, 

actions, rewards, and next states, are used to update the agent's policy and 

value function. Training involves running the agents in parallel, exploring 

different actions, collecting trajectories, estimating advantages, and updating 

the network weights through backpropagation. Testing involves using unseen 

network traffic data from the UNSW-NB15 dataset for the agent to apply its 

learned policy to detect network attacks and provide responses accordingly. 

5. Evaluation: Evaluation metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, or F1 score 

can be used to assess the agent's performance. 
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3.6.2 Model Development Cycle 

 
Figure 9: Model Development Cycle 

Source: Packt subscription. (n.d.)) 

The model development cycle in figure 9 shows the steps that will be taken in 

modelling using A3C. After the problem is understood, data selection and preparation 

follow then modelling of the model using A3C. The model will then be evaluated. 

Model development will follow the evolutionary prototyping methodology. This is 

selected as the prototype is robust and structured and more refining is done as needed.  

Blackwell (2015) defines a prototype as an early sample, model, or release of a 

product built to test a concept or process. The final prototype will be the proof of 

principle as the aim of the study is to use the A3C algorithm in intrusion detection.  

The advantage of this method is that since continuous feedback is received because of 

continuous testing, system completion is speeded up and it is easier to meet the 

requirements of the system. Figure 10 shows the steps taken in the evolutionary 

prototyping. 
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Figure 10: Prototyping Process 

Source: Henderson-Sellers & Loucopoulos (2001) 

In evolutionary prototyping, the initial version of the software system which is a 

prototype is developed to ensure key requirements have been covered. This prototype 

is then refined and enhanced in subsequent iterations based on feedback and changing 

requirements. The process continues until the final version of the software system is 

achieved. 

Key characteristics of evolutionary prototyping as supported by Erder (2020) include: 

1. Iterative Development: The software system is developed in a series of 

iterations, with each iteration improving upon the previous version. 

2. Feedback-Driven: User feedback, testing, and evaluation play a crucial role in 

guiding the evolution and refinement of the prototype. 

3. Rapid Iterations: The emphasis is on quick turnaround times between 

iterations to gather feedback and incorporate changes. 

4. Incremental Development: Each iteration adds new features, functionalities, or 

enhancements to the existing prototype. 
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5. Flexible and Adaptive: Evolutionary prototyping accommodates changing 

requirements and allows for flexibility in design and development decisions. 

This approach is advantageous in situations where requirements are not clear or can 

change, as it allows for a more iterative and adaptive development process leading to 

a software system that better aligns with user needs and expectations. 

3.7 Basic metrics Terms and Formula 

True Positive (TP) - Both the original and predicted data instances are true 

True Negative (TN) – Both the original and predicted data instances are false 

False Positive (FP) – The original data instances are false but the predicted data 

instances are true 

False Negative (FN) – The original data instances are true but the predicted data 

instances are false 

Accuracy – Represents the number of correct over the total data instances. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑁 + 𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

Precision – It is also called the positive predictive value and is the relative number of 

relevant (true) instances among the ones retrieved. 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
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Recall – Also known as sensitivity or true positive rate, is the relative number of true 

(relevant) instances that were retrieved. A good IDS should have a high recall. 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

F- Score – Also called F-Measure aims to use both recall and precision using 

harmonic mean to seek a balance between the two. 

𝐹1 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗  
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 

Confusion Matrix – This is also called a contingency table and is an N*N matrix to 

evaluate classification model performance. It differentiates the true positive, false 

positive, true negative, and false-negative predictions by comparing actual target 

values and the ones predicted by the machine learning model. The confusion matrix is 

as shown: 

 
 

All these measures were used to assess how the A3C model performs in intrusion 

detection. The false positive, where the IDS records normal traffic as an attack, and 
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the False-negative where the IDS fails to record a malicious record as an attack. These 

should be kept as low as possible to ensure the maximum performance of the IDS.  

Another measure is the false positive rate also known as False Alarm Rate and is the 

correspondence between the number of False Positives and the total number of actual 

negative events. A good IDS should have a low false-positive rate. 

𝐹𝑃𝑅 =  
𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
 

3.8 Population and Sampling Technique 

Kombo & Tromp (2006) state that the purpose of collecting data in research is to 

further how the researcher understands an issue. A population is a complete set of 

objects with a specialized set of characteristics. It refers to the entire group of 

individuals, objects, or events that the researcher is interested in studying. It is the 

larger target group to which the research findings are intended to be generalized. 

A sample on the other hand is a subset of the population. Cooper & Schindler (2019) 

state that sampling involves selecting a subset of individuals or units from the 

population to be included in the research study. Since studying the entire population is 

often impractical or impossible due to factors such as time, cost, and accessibility, 

researchers use sampling techniques to gather data from a smaller, more manageable 

group known as the sample. The sample is expected to be representative of the larger 

population and should allow the researcher to make valid inferences about the 

population. 

The choice of sampling method depends on various factors, including the research 

objectives, available resources, time constraints, and the characteristics of the 
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population. It is crucial for researchers to carefully consider their sampling strategy to 

ensure the validity and generalizability of their findings. 

The UNSW-NB15 dataset is the population of the study. This dataset was created by 

Moustafa et al. (2015) at the University of New South Wales, Australia for generating 

a hybrid of real modern normal activities and synthetic contemporary attack 

behaviors. The dataset is a widely used network intrusion detection dataset developed 

to facilitate research and evaluation of intrusion detection systems using network 

traffic data. The dataset contains a large-scale and diverse set of network traffic 

features, including normal and malicious activities. 

This is secondary data and is available on the internet and has characteristics relevant 

to the study including the various modern and contemporary attacks as covered in 

Chapter 2.8.1. The dataset was also a good choice for research due to the reliability of 

the dataset when compared to other datasets like the KDD99 dataset as supported by 

Moustafa & Slay (2016). As it is expensive to experiment on the whole population, a 

sample that constitutes the whole population was required. 

3.8.1 Sampling Technique 

Sampling is the selection of a subset of the population of interest in research. These 

subsets are often used to address challenges such as class imbalance, reduce 

computational complexity, or create a manageable sample size for analysis. Kemper 

et al. (2003) identify principles that govern all forms of sampling and must be adhered 

to including the strategy selected in sampling should sensibly come from the 

conceptual framework as well as the research questions being addressed by the study; 

thorough database generation on the type of phenomenon under study; ability to make 

clear conclusions and acceptable explanations from the data; ethical sampling 
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strategy; feasible sampling plan; generalizability; efficient and practical sampling 

scheme. 

Purposive sampling was the method of sampling employed in this study. Purposive 

sampling, also known as subjective or judgement sampling uses expert judgement on 

selecting cases which will serve specific purposes. Researchers can obtain using 

sound judgement a representative sample resulting to cost and time saving (Black, 

2010). This is supported by Morse & Niehaus (2009) who point out that whether the 

methodology being used is quantitative or qualitative, the sampling methods should 

point to ensure efficiency and validity. 

The researcher used purposive sampling for this study as it was best suited for this 

experiment. This was informed by the layout of the UNSW-NB15 dataset. This 

dataset was grouped into four CSV files each having attack and normal records. These 

include UNSW- NB15_1.csv, UNSW-NB15_2.csv, UNSW-NB15_3.csv and UNSW-

NB15_4.csv. The records are ordered in each CSV file according to the last time 

attribute. Each file of the first three CSV files contains 700000 records and the fourth 

file contains 440044 records. There is the ground truth table named UNSW- 

NB15_GT.csv and the list of event file is labelled UNSW-NB15_LIST_EVENTS 

which contains the attack category and subcategory. There are also the UNSW-

NB15_TRAIN and UNSW-NB15_TEST which were selected and utilized in the 

study. These training and testing subsets of UNSW-NB15 are also provided in 

Moustafa et al. (2015) and the records selected were 175,341 records to form the 

training subset and 82,332 records for the testing subset among the original 2,218,761 

records. This sample was selected since it was contained the targeted representation of 

the whole population and would yield the desired results. The sample was also 
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selected based on expert knowledge by relying on the judgment of experts who have 

deep domain expertise as the UNSW_TRAIN and UNSW_TEST datasets were 

generated alongside the whole dataset. This ensured the inclusion of samples that are 

representative of real-world scenarios and challenges. Purposive sampling also allows 

efficient use of resources by focusing on the most relevant samples. Unlike random 

sampling, which may require analyzing a large volume of data, purposive sampling 

enabled the researcher to concentrate on specific subsets of the UNSW-NB15 dataset 

that were more likely to contribute to the development and evaluation of the IDS 

using A3C. 

Feature selection also called attribute or variable selection, involves selecting more 

relevant attributes, and removing irrelevant or less relevant attributes or noisy data or 

features that don’t add value to a machine learning algorithm (Kumar et al., 2014). 

Although making use of all the dataset features is not a guarantee for maximum 

performance due to increase in system error rates and computational cost, the 

reduction of features also causes data loss. The use of a whole dataset lends more 

information about the dataset and is thus more valuable. This is because the 

probability of getting more useful information is increased and hence advantageous 

and relevant. 

Yang & Zhu (2011) posit that when relevant features for machine learning algorithms 

are used, it makes the computation faster and prediction becomes more accurate. This, 

therefore, means that data has to be processed before being used on machine learning 

algorithms. Data optimization was done on the sample data to ensure good training 

data set and reduce the outliers which causes a low detection performance of the IDS.  
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3.9 Ethical Considerations 

Blumberg et al. (2005) define ethics as the ‘moral principles, norms or standards of 

behavior that guide moral choices about our behavior and our relationships with 

others. Research ethics involves the process of formulation and clarification of the 

research topic, design of the research access gaining, data collection, storage and 

processing of data, analysis of data and writing up of research findings in a moral and 

responsible manner. This study endeavored to abide by all the regulations laid out 

when conducting research.  

Research studies using qualitative and quantitative approaches must adhere to sound 

ethical principles as supported by (Ong’ondo, 2009). First, permission was sought by 

the researcher from National Commission for Science, Technology and Innovation to 

conduct the study. The research permit is attached in appendix I. The researcher also 

ensured the originality of the work by submitting the work to antiplagiarism software 

and a similarity index of 5% was achieved as attached in Appendix II. The freedom to 

use the UNSW-NB15 dataset for academic research is expressly given, hence the 

researcher need not seek further permissions. Integrity was preserved as the results 

presented were the exact results as generated from the IDS model. 

3.10 Reliability and Validity   

The raw network packets of the UNSW-NB 15 dataset were created by the IXIA 

PerfectStorm tool in the Cyber Range Lab of the Australian Centre for Cyber Security 

(ACCS) by Moustafa et al. (2015) for generating a hybrid of real modern normal 

activities and synthetic contemporary attack behaviors. The Tcpdump tool is utilized 

to capture up to 100 GB of the raw traffic (e.g., Pcap files). This dataset is among the 

most used by scientific researchers alongside the NSL-KDD dataset. It has been 
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deemed reliable for use in experiments and has been experimented on and used in 

research. The train/test split approach of validation was used where 33% was the test 

data while 67% was the train data. This is among the common split percentages used 

as pointed out by Brownlee (2016).  

The validity of the A3C model was also ensured by performing a prior benchmark on 

the UNSW-NB15 dataset using traditional machine learning algorithms so as to check 

their performance. This was relevant for comparing how the traditional machine 

learning algorithms perform against the A3C model. The reliability of the model was 

ensured by the consistency of the results obtained from the experiment which was 

performed more than once. The experiment was conducted 4 different times and the 

episodes of the learning and testing process were evaluated to ensure the consistency 

of the results obtained. 

3.11 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has described in detail the methodology employed in carrying out this 

research. Research methodology is highly relevant to this study as it provides a 

systematic and structured approach to conducting research. It enabled the researcher 

select appropriate methods and techniques and also in collecting and analyzing data, 

and drawing valid and reliable conclusions. Overally, research methodology provides 

a systematic framework for conducting research, ensuring rigor, validity, and 

reliability. It guides in making informed decisions at every stage of the research 

process, ultimately contributing to the credibility and significance of the study's 

findings. Chapter four discusses the analysis and interpretation of results obtained. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

4.1 Introduction 

Analysis, presentation, interpretation, and discussion of the findings will be done in 

this chapter. 

The study focused on answering the following research questions: 

i. How effective is the A3C Algorithm in anomaly detection? 

ii. How will the development of the IDS model using the A3C algorithm be 

achieved? 

iii. How is the performance of the IDS model developed using the A3C 

algorithm? 

Andrienko & Andrienko (2006) define data analysis as the process of computing 

various summaries and derived values from given data by studying and examining 

data so as to generate conclusions about the phenomenon under study using some 

analytic techniques.  

The data analysis, presentation, and interpretation of the study based on the research 

questions were outlined. 

i.  Determining the effectiveness of using Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic 

algorithm in anomaly detection 

ii.  Developing an Intrusion Detection System model, based on Asynchronous 

Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) Algorithm 

iii.  Evaluation of the performance of the model developed 
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4.2 Determining the effectiveness of using A3C algorithm in anomaly detection 

This aimed at providing answers to the research question which sought to find how 

effective the A3C Algorithm is in anomaly detection. This was an area where a 

conceptual study was done. This was necessary since it was ideal not to engage in 

models that do not work since it could have amounted to a waste of limited time. 

However, a model could fail due to errors made, but with sufficient time it can be 

tried several times to ascertain its effectiveness. 

In relation to this study, Sewak (2019) posits that Multiple agents of the actor-critic 

model could even work in parallel to interact with their individual instances of the 

environment thereby not only making the training faster but also removing a lot of 

bias and obviating large memory requirements. The parallel approach could be 

implemented in both synchronous and asynchronous manners. The Asynchronous 

Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) implementation has been quite successful in 

surpassing many best scores of previous models across the Atari2600 games. On 

comparison with other RL techniques like DQN on the Atari 2600 games, A3C 

performs better as it achieves same performance as DQN with half the time and also 

using CPUs instead of GPUs.  

Deepanshu (2020) states that Reinforcement Learning is applicable in almost every 

field for its automation and advancement. With the A3C having a fast-training speed 

and acting on both discrete and continuous action spaces resulting to an advantage 

when comparing the different RL algorithms. 

These observations make the A3C algorithm better suited and more effective when 

used in anomaly detection due to its ability to perform faster and consume fewer 

compute resources as supported by Abbeel & Schulman (2021). 
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4.3 Developing an Intrusion Detection model, based on the A3C Algorithm 

This section aimed at providing answers to the research question: How will the 

development of the IDS model using the A3C algorithm be achieved? The UNSW-

NB15 dataset was selected for this study. The dataset has 45 features and is divided 

into UNSW-NB15-TRAIN used for model training and UNSW-NB15-TEST for 

testing at 67% and 33% respectively. All 45 features of the dataset were used in this 

study. The dataset was preprocessed and this included cleaning by ensuring no null 

values and consistent data and transformation by normalization and one hot encoding. 

The nominal features were converted to numerical for use by the machine learning 

models. This was implemented using sci-kit learn in Python. 

The model should not train on the test data to avoid data leakage which occurs when 

training and a model sees information it is not supposed to hence introducing bias to 

the final model, leading to poor performance on the model for previously unseen data 

(Shabtai et.al, 2012). 

 
Figure 11: IDS Architecture using UNSW-NB15 dataset 

Source: Author 
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In the proposed architectural design show in figure 11, it involves several steps, 

including dataset preprocessing, A3C model development, training, testing, and 

evaluation as explained in detail below: 

1. Dataset Preprocessing - This is first done by obtaining the UNSW-NB15 

dataset, which is a popular benchmark dataset for network intrusion detection. 

This was downloaded from the internet. Next was performing data 

preprocessing, which involved cleaning the dataset, handling missing values, 

and converting categorical variables into numerical representations for ease of 

use. 

2. A3C Model Development - Design and implement the A3C model 

architecture. The A3C algorithm combines reinforcement learning and deep 

learning techniques. The model generally consists of two main components: 

the actor and the critic. The actor is responsible for making decisions (actions) 

based on the observed states. In IDS, this involves classifying network 

activities as normal or intrusive. The critic evaluates the value of each state 

and provides feedback to update the model's policy.  

3. The A3C model was implemented using deep neural networks, as recurrent 

neural networks (RNNs). Necessary libraries such as TensorFlow or PyTorch, 

for implementing the A3C algorithm were imported and the actor and critic 

components of the A3C model, including their respective neural network 

architectures defined This also included implementing the necessary functions 

for model initialization, forward pass, and parameter updates. 

4. Training the A3C Model - Initialize the model's parameters and 

hyperparameters, such as learning rate, discount factor, and exploration rate. 

The training subset of the preprocessed dataset was used to train the A3C 
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model. A3C algorithm's asynchronous training process was then employed, 

where multiple agents interact with the environment, compute gradients, and 

updates the model's parameters independently. During training, the A3C 

algorithm explores the environment, collects experiences, and updates the 

model's parameters using a combination of policy gradient methods and value 

function approximation. Multiple worker threads interact with the 

environment and update the model concurrently achieved using TensorFlow. 

5. Testing and Evaluation - The model is used on the testing dataset to classify 

network activities as normal or intrusive. The performance metrics such as 

accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score, are then calculated to assess the 

IDS's effectiveness in detecting intrusions. An analysis of the false positive 

and false negative rates is done to understand the IDS's performance in terms 

of misclassifying legitimate activities or failing to detect intrusions. A 

comparative analysis with other IDS approaches or baseline models is done to 

determine the effectiveness of the A3C-based IDS. Other additional criteria 

such as computational efficiency and response time are evaluated. 

Dataset visualization is the graphical representation of information and data. This 

is done by visual elements like charts and graphs. Tools used in data visualization 

provide an accessible way to see and understand trends, outliers, and patterns in 

data. The most important features of the dataset featured is shown in the figures 

below. 
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Figure 12: Protocols in the UNSW-NB15 dataset 

 

The first two protocols; Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram 

Protocol (UDP) are the most common and cover over 90% of the total protocols 

included in the dataset the rest follow by distribution as shown in figure 12. 
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Figure 13: Distribution of attacks in the UNSW-NB15 dataset 

 

The UNSW-NB15 dataset has 9 families of attacks and normal. The normal takes 

around a half while the rest is distributed among the different attack types with 

Generic attacks, exploits and fuzzers taking the biggest share in the distribution as 

shown in figure 13 above. 

Model development was done using Python programming language with the help of 

Pycharm Intergrated Development Environment (IDE) and Jupiter Notebook which is 

an online interactive computing platform. The requirements for the model 

development are attached in Appendix II.  The model included using 3 layers. An 

entropy was added to the loss to encourage exploration.  The environment state and 

reward were looked at with the reward being +1 for the agent. In the agent, 2 workers 

were running in parallel, running episodes locally and updating globally. A reward 
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discount factor of 0.99 was also included to encourage exploration and exploitation 

since a lower discount factor results in higher reward variance encouraging greedy 

policy and hence less exploration while a higher discount gives importance to future 

rewards and this results in a balance of exploration and exploitation. 

4.4 Evaluation of the performance of developed model  

This step aimed at providing answers to the research question stating: How is the 

performance of the IDS model developed using the A3C algorithm? This was 

achieved by using the following in evaluating the model’s performance; 

1. Performance Metrics: The performance of the IDS was measured using 

standard evaluation metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score to 

assess the ability of the IDS to correctly classify normal and intrusive network 

activities. 

2. False Positive and False Negative Rates: Analysis is done using the rates of 

false positives and false negatives produced by the IDS. The lower the rates, 

the more effective the IDS. 

3. Benchmark Datasets: Testing the IDS using publicly available benchmark 

datasets commonly used in intrusion detection research and compare the 

performance of the A3C-based IDS against other existing IDS approaches. 

4. Comparison with Baseline Models: The performance of the A3C-based IDS 

was compared against baseline models. This was so as to evaluate the 

improvement achieved using the A3C algorithm. 

4.4.1 Traditional Reinforcement Learning Algorithms 

The traditional reinforcement learning algorithms were used as a benchmark. These 

were the Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), Random Forest Classifier (RFC), Extra 
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Trees Classifier (ETC), and Gradient Boosting Classifier (GBC). Table 3 shows the 

performance of each algorithm. 

Table 3: Traditional Machine Learning Algorithms Results 
Method   Normal   Attack   

 Acc FPR TPR/ 

Recall 

Precision F-

Score 

TPR/ 

Recall 

Precision F-Score 

DTC 93.6 0.065 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 

RFC 95.3 0.063 0.97 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.97 0.95 

ETC 95.2 0.065 0.97 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.97 0.95 

GBC 94.5 0.067 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.93 0.96 0.94 

 

All traditional reinforcement learning algorithms performed well as their accuracies 

were above 90% and had a low false-positive rate. The traditional reinforcement 

algorithms are however limited in their performance as they may have a bias towards 

the majority class, leading to reduced detection of rare intrusions. The algorithms can 

also be sensitive to noisy or irrelevant features and this negatively impacts their 

performance. The datasets can also have noisy or redundant features, making it 

difficult to separate relevant patterns from noise. Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) 

algorithms can automatically learn relevant features and handle noisy data more 

effectively. These baseline algorithms also have limitations in capturing complex 

relationships and non-linear dependencies present in a dataset while deep learning 

algorithms have the capability of modeling patterns that are crucial in detecting 

sophisticated and evolving intrusion patterns.  

4.4.2 Proposed Model using A3c Algorithm 

The dataset was randomly shuffled to avoid the similarity of the samples in the 

groups. The datasets were used as environments for reinforcement learning and are 

divided into train and test sets and have 42 features.  Datasets were grouped into 
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27900 samples each to be run episodically. The dataset includes instances of both 

normal and malicious activities to train and evaluate the IDS. The dataset was then 

divided into data sequences of 27900 each representing a discrete event window. The 

IDS was then evaluated on each episode as it receives the sample as input and makes 

decisions on whether the activities within the sample are classified as normal or 

malicious. The IDS then gives output scores for the classification. 

Based on the IDS's predictions and the ground truth labels of the samples, evaluation 

metrics including accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score were then calculated to 

assess the performance of the IDS. The process is an iterative process and is repeated 

for each sample in the dataset for a comprehensive evaluation of the IDS across 

various scenarios and time periods. This approach provides insights into how well the 

IDS can generalize to new and unseen data. 

Results of accuracy, precision and recall were obtained from the episodes. For all four 

experiments conducted, there was similarity in the progression of results with 

improvement with each trial. The graph of accuracy against the number of episodes 

represents the performance of the system over the course of training or testing. The 

accuracy is used to evaluate the effectiveness of an IDS, indicating the proportion of 

correctly classified instances out of the total instances. 

When interpreting the graph of accuracy against the number of episodes the following 

aspects are considered as supported by Murphy (2012). 

1. The progress of training: In the initial stages of training, the accuracy may be 

relatively low as the model is still learning to understand the patterns and 

characteristics of normal and anomalous behavior. As the training progresses, 
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the accuracy is expected to increase gradually, reflecting the model's ability to 

make more accurate predictions. 

2. Learning Rate: The rate increase in accuracy and stabilization shows the 

learning capacity of the model. A steep increase in accuracy indicates that the 

model is learning quickly, while a slower increase shows gradual learning. 

The accuracy against the number of episodes graph provides a visual representation of 

the IDS model's performance during training or testing. It enables the evaluation of 

the learning progress and assess the capability of the model to detect intrusions 

accurately. 

4.4.3 Experimental Results 

Test 1 

 
Figure 14: First run accuracy and reward distribution using collab 
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Figure 15: Test 1 result and confusion matrix 

 

Observation 

The experiment was run virtually on google collab, with assigned 16GB of RAM and 

processing power. There was no major effect on other computer operations while the 

experiment was running. The number of episodes that ran in the first test was small 

taking only 22 episodes before being stopped. This was because the researcher was 

looking at the performance and the requirements for conducting the experiment. An 

accuracy of 92% was achieved as seen in figure 14. Figure 14 shows the performance 

of the agent using accuracy as the agent progressed with the episodes. A distribution 

of the rewards given to the agent as per the performance of the agent is also 

visualized. Figure 15 displays the confusion matrix for the test.  
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Test 2 

 
Figure 16: The Second run results on accuracy and rewards 

 

 

 
Figure 17: Test set Score 
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Figure 18: Test 2 result and confusion matrix 

 

Observations 

The researcher noticed that with the increased number of episodes, accuracy also 

increased. This experiment was done using Google collab. The number of episodes 

run was 94 giving an accuracy of 93.55%. This experiment was run over a period of 

12 hours. Figure 16 also shows the distribution of accuracy over the 94 episodes 

allowed to run. From the figure a consistency with the rewards of the agent can be 

seen. Figure 17 shows the test set score for the accuracy of 93.55% attained by the 

agent and the matrices distribution for the positively identified, false positive and 

false negative. Figure 18 shows the confusion matrix for the performance.  
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Test 3 

 
Figure 19: 3rd Run Reward and Accuracy Distribution (Time Taken- 36h) 
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Figure 20: Result and Confusion Matrix 

 

Observation 

In this part of the experiment, the time taken for the run was approximately 36 hours 

which was the longest time of all the experiments. The number of episodes was 274 

with the distribution of episodes shown in figure 19. Figure 20 shows the test set score 

for the accuracy attained by the agent and the matrices distribution for the positively 

identified, false positive and false negative. The figure also describes the confusion 

matrix for the result obtained.   
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This experiment was done on the local machine with 8Gb RAM,4GBGPU, 500GB 

HDD, i5@2.2GHz using Anaconda running Notebook. The accuracy achieved was 

93.67% which was higher than the previous experiments done. The overall 

consumption of computer resources during this experiment was average as the 

researcher could use the computer for lighter tasks like document processing but 

heavier tasks like video editing using Adobe which uses more RAM and GPU could 

not be done. 

The problem of overfitting was encountered due to the excess running of the 

algorithm on the dataset. This is as seen by the accuracy plateau where there were no 

more substantive improvements in accuracy and the accuracy fluctuation which 

caused significant variations on the episodes as seen in Figure 21 which eventually 

led to convergence at the end.  This problem was handled by using the early stopping 

approach as shown in the final experiment performed in figure 23 below. There was is 

an option of increasing the size of the training dataset as this often mitigates 

overfitting. This is because with a larger and more diverse dataset, the model has a 

better chance of capturing the underlying patterns without memorizing noise. This 

option was however limited because the larger dataset required also increases the 

model requirements in terms of resources which was limited in this study. 

  

mailto:i5@2.2GHz
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Test 4 

 
Figure 21: 4th experimental result with no dataset balancing (6hrs 13 mins) 

 

Observations 

Overfitting problem was dealt with by early stoppage as one of the regularization 

techniques. The final accuracy result achieved was 93.8%. This was the highest 

accuracy achieved in this experiment with the distribution shown in figure 21. 
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Figure 22: Best episode performance and confusion matric 

 

Figure 22 above shows the confusion matrix for the performance of the last 

experiment done. In the first episode, the agent initially begins with an accuracy of 

50.51% as shown in figure 23 below. 
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Figure 23: Test result first run accuracy 

 

As the agent continued in the subsequent episodes, the accuracy increased to above 

90% with the highest being 93.8%. This shows how quick the agent learns the policy. 

Table 4 below shows the performance of the model across all the 4 experiments by 

presenting all the matrices including Accuracy, False positive rate, Precision, Recall 

and the F-Score. 

Table 4: Performance of A3C in the Experiments 

A3C MODEL Acc FPR Precision Recall F-Score 

Test 1 92.4 0.04 96.1 89.5 92.67 

Test 2 93.55 0.05 94.9 92.3 93.6 

Test 3 93.67 0.04 95.9 91.7 93.8 

Test 4 93.8 0.04 95.7 92.2 93.9 

 

The agents quickly learn the optimal policy and maintain the policy to the end of the 

experiment hence the performance was not improved. Discovering new policies 

quickly is essential to attaining a higher accuracy rate. The method is an alert type and 

does not stop traffic from going through hence false positives will not be dropped. 

This means that the false-positive impact is less than that of the false negative. 
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Use of deep neural networks helps in learning feature representations directly from 

raw data, eliminating the need for extensive feature engineering. They have the 

potential to capture complex relationships and dependencies in the data more 

effectively, resulting in improved detection performance. DRL algorithms can 

combine the power of deep learning and reinforcement learning to learn effective 

policies for intrusion detection.  

4.5 Comparison of the Model with Similar Works 

Table 5: Model comparison with published works 
 Author Method Dataset Accuracy Precision Recall 

1 Hosseini et al. (2017) Ramp 

KSVCR 

UNSW-

NB15 

93.52 N/A N/A 

2 Hsu & Matsuoka (2020) DQN UNSW-

NB15 

91.8 93.2 91.7 

3 Baig et.al (2017) Cascade 

ANN 

UNSW-

NB15 

86.4 86.74 93.4 

4 Niyaz et al. (2015) Self-Taught 

Learning 

UNSW-

NB15 

88.2 83.1 98.7 

5 Alavizadeh et.al (2022) DQL NSL-KDD 78 N/A N/A 

6 Proposed  A3C UNSW-

NB15 

93.8 95.7 92.2 

 

A comparison of the A3C model developed was made with other published works in 

the same field as shown in Table 5. The comparison result showed the proposed 

model to have better accuracy and precision scores than the rest. However, Niyaz et 

al. (2015) model on Self Taught Learning performed better on recall. 

4.6 Performance of the Model on Computing Resources 

The first experiment was done on google compute, with an allocation of 12GB of 

Ram as there was some uncertainty on the performance of the algorithm on the PC 

and fear of overheating. After monitoring the performance on Google Compute, the 

statistics showed that the amount of RAM consumption was at most 4-6GB. The 

experiment was then repeated on the laptop PC to look at the resource use of the 
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algorithm. The result was that the memory usage of the PC throughout the experiment 

gave an allowance to continue with other lighter tasks like Microsoft Office with ease. 

Only when software that required more RAM of above 6GB was run that the 

computer heat up and became slow. The processing power of the CPU affects the 

training and inference speed of the A3C model hence a more powerful CPU will 

generally result in faster computations. Sufficient RAM is also necessary to store and 

manipulate the dataset and model parameters. Insufficient RAM can lead to 

performance bottlenecks or out-of-memory errors as supported by Geron (2019). 

Other key factors that affect the performance of the model include; 

1. Software and code Optimization: optimized libraries and frameworks are used 

to train the A3C model like TensorFlow to speed up computations and ensure 

that the software and libraries used in the A3C model development were 

compatible with the laptop's operating system and hardware. Optimized code 

for the A3C algorithm is important for the efficient use of hardware resources. 

2. Model Architecture and Hyperparameters: The complexity of the A3C model 

architecture affects both training time and memory usage. More complex 

architectures require more computational resources to train and may result in 

longer training times. The choice of hyperparameters, such as learning rate, 

batch size, and network size, can significantly impact the performance of the 

A3C model. Proper tuning and optimization of hyperparameters are crucial for 

achieving the best performance on a given hardware setup. 
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4.7 Limitations of the Model and Potential improvement 

When developing an A3C IDS model using the UNSW-NB15 dataset, there were 

several limitations encountered, both from the model and on the dataset used 

including; 

1. Lack of Real-World Diversity: Though the dataset contains real-world and 

synthetic attacks, like many other publicly available IDS datasets the UNSW-

NB15 dataset, may not fully represent the diversity and complexity of real-

world network traffic. This is because it was generated in a controlled 

environment, which may not capture the full range of network behaviors and 

attack scenarios encountered in actual network environments. 

2. Generalization to Other Datasets: The performance of an A3C IDS model 

trained on the UNSW-NB15 dataset may not generalize well to other datasets 

or real-world scenarios. The characteristics of different network environments, 

network protocols, and attack patterns can vary significantly, and a model 

trained on one specific dataset may struggle to adapt to new and unseen data. 

3. Scalability: A3C models, in general, can face challenges with scalability when 

applied to large-scale IDS deployments. The training period may increase 

significantly as the dataset size or complexity of the network environment 

grows, which can be impractical for real-time IDS applications. 

The following areas of improvement are suggested for better performance of the 

model; 

1. Augmenting the UNSW-NB15 dataset with additional real-world network 

environment data or other similar datasets to enhance the diversity of network 
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traffic and attack scenarios. Multiple datasets can be combined to create a 

more comprehensive and diverse training set. 

2. Optimizing the implementation of the A3C algorithm by utilizing distributed 

computing frameworks or parallel processing techniques to improve its 

scalability. 

4.8 Chapter Summary 

This chapter presented the findings of the study. The analysis and interpretation of the 

results were covered based on the objectives of the study. The result was that A3C 

algorithm was applied in Intrusion Detection System and its performance in detection 

was good even when compared to other algorithms applied in the Intrusion Detection 

Systems. Although the objectives of the research were realized, there were other 

factors that limited the model’s efficiency and some areas that needed improvement 

suggested in the implementation of the model suggested. The next chapter presents 

the summary of findings, conclusion and recommendations of the study. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the summary of the research work that was done, the 

conclusions drawn and the recommendations made as a result of this study. 

5.2 Summary of Findings 

The findings of this study were as follows: 

 With more connected devices on the internet and more threats being witnessed 

more attention is being focused on deep reinforcement learning as a solution in 

intrusion detection systems. The A3C algorithm if successfully implemented 

in IDS can post an improvement in the accuracy and precision rates in 

anomaly detection. 

 Using A3C in Intrusion detection systems is advantageous as the computing 

resources requirements are minimal and this enables flexibility and 

affordability of use since heavy processing power is not required. This is 

because the laptop PC used was able to realize the objective of the study. 

However, a laptop PC may have limitations due to hardware constraints 

compared to using dedicated high-performance computing resources. Other 

factors like software optimization, code optimization an hyperparameters must 

be adhered to. 

 The accuracy and precision rates achieved show that A3C has the potential to 

be applied in intrusion detection systems and can achieve good results. 

Although higher levels of accuracy were not attained, this study has proved its 

wide-area applications.  
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5.3 Conclusion 

IDSs are important in protecting computer networks from security threats which are 

becoming more complex. There is a need for advanced IDS models. The A3C 

algorithm, originally developed for reinforcement learning, has gained attention for its 

potential application in IDS. 

The quantitative research approach and experimental research design were employed 

in this research in training and evaluating an A3C IDS model using the UNSW-NB15 

dataset. The dataset was preprocessed to handle missing values and have a suitable 

dataset. The A3C model's hyperparameters, including learning rate, discount factor, 

and exploration rate, were to ensure optimum performance. 

In evaluating the performance of the A3C IDS model, various metrics were 

considered including accuracy, false positive rate, precision, and F1 score. A 

comparison was performed against other models to assess the performance of the A3C 

algorithm. The experimental results of the study with an accuracy of 93.8% 

demonstrated that the proposed A3C model can learn effectively from the 

environment in an autonomous manner and it has good detection accuracy. 

The application of A3C algorithm in IDS shows a promising direction for IDS 

research as it has the potential for improved intrusion detection capabilities. More 

research can be advanced in the field of IDS so as to enhance network security in the 

face of evolving cyber threats. 

5.4 Recommendations  

Based on the findings and conclusions of the study, the researcher found out that 

Intrusion detection systems using Deep Reinforcement Learning methods is a field 

that requires more research due to its potential to solve the current problems faced. 
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Adoption of the A3C algorithm in developing intrusion detection systems is 

encouraged as it presents the accuracy of detection and consumes less compute 

resources. 

The study recommends using larger sets of data which are more diverse and a 

reflective of real network traffic and allow the agent to run more steps. In order to 

realize more optimal results, more agents should be used and the agents should learn 

various optimal policies so as to choose the best. This is important in enhancing 

scalability in large and complex networks. 

The study also recommends looking at online learning techniques that enables 

updating the models in real time while still prioritizing accuracy. This will enable 

quick adaptation to evolving threats. 

The security of the model itself should also be protected and hence more techniques 

should be explored so as to ensure that the integrity of the IDS is not compromised 

5.5 Suggestions for Further Research 

Future research should look at ways of addressing the challenges in practical 

implementation of IDS in real-world systems which include integration with existing 

network infrastructure, sensor placement, and deployment strategies. The deployment 

aspects and associated challenges should be extensively addressed. The algorithm's 

practical application also depends on investigating its scalability and how it performs 

in real-time network situations.  

Future studies should also look at implementation of A3C based IDS on IoT devices 

by optimizing computational and memory consumption while maintaining accuracy 

of the systems 
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